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	 All	life	exists	on	the	resonance	model	
that	EVERYTHING	is	varying	
vibratory	frequencies.

	 These	frequencies	manifest	into	
organised	patterns	which	gives	form	
its	specific	shape	or	design.	(The	cell	
membranes	are	really	waves	
trying	to	stand	non	
destructively	in	phase).

	 The	Bowtech	
symbol	forms	a	
spiralling	circle.	
Spiral	is	sacred		
geometry	based	
on	the	Golden	
Mean	Harmonic	
Mathematics.	
Macrocosom/microcosom	
from	the	unfolding	of	a	plants	
tendrils	to	a	spiralling	galaxy.

	 Three	green	leaves	-	from	the	Tree	
of	Life			3	-	A	Trinity	spiralling	circle	
-	Representing;	Continuity,	Movement,	
Evolution,	Encompassing	the	whole	
without	beginning	or	end.

	 The	colour	green	is	the	heart	chakra	
of	the	body.	Energy	from	the	lower	
chakras	and	earth	meet	(energies)	at	the	
heart	chakra.

	 We	human	beings	have	the	ability	
to	consiously	(Mind)	direct	healing	
energies	through	our	hands	via	our	
heart	to	others.	Bowen	triggers	the	
Myiofascia,	Meridians	and	Receptors;	
(Frequency	Annentas)	on	the	cell	

membrane	stimulating	frequency	
and	amplitude	windows	

to	open;	increasing	
cellular	function,	

increased	cellular	
nutrition,	increased	
cellular	energy	
production	-	ATP	
and	Cellular	

Detoxification	-	
Lymphatic	drainage.

	 Challenging	the	
myiofascia	with	Bowen	moves	

sends	a	resonance	through	the	myiofascia	
releasing	tight	bundles	of	muscle	fibres	
and	connective	tissue	which	acts	to	
structurally	realign	the	body.

	 Sending	energy	into	areas	that	were	
previously	blocked	and	experiencing	
resultant	reduction	in	circulation,	
movement	and	increased	pain.

Carlene	Fuchs
Nth.	Avalon,	NSW

The Original Bowen Technique

The	Mechanics	of	the	Bowtech	Symbol

Our trademarked logo was originally designed in the 90s by Terry Oliver, graphic artist, Melbourne
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One of the joys of being involved 
with Bowtech/Bowenwork is 
receiving amazing testimonials 
and exciting stories from dedicated 
practitioners.

In our March issue we featured 
Special Needs – and Special Care 
articles, in June – How Bowtech 
Got Started.  In this issue we are 
featuring the Synergy of Bowen 
- no better demonstrated than by 
a story that fascinated me.  Yeah 
that’s right we have got our “Bowen 
Cred” going.  “Bowen Cred” is the 
street slang version of having street 
credibility, and they have definitely 
earned their “credibility”!  

That means they have talked the 
Bowen talk, walked the Bowen 
walk, and have done the Bowen 
roll on as many people as possible.  
They do it because they know it can 
really change people’s lives.

Read this story on Page 12 and 1� 
by a passionate Bowen practitioner 
from Brighton Michigan U.S.A. a 
new Instructor with a special name 
Dena Bowen, thank you Dena.

ONLY ONE SEAT LEFT
Is this the synergy of Bowen?  

June this year Elaine and I 
completed a Specialised Bowen 
Procedure 2 Class in Randwick 
Sydney, with six different 
nationalities present.  Sunday 
morning Elaine and I boarded the 
bus to the airport.  Only one seat 
left so Elaine sat next to a young 
lady who was from Canada who 
started chatting about Canada where 
she was returning for a family 
function.  She said she had come 
to Australia to study.  Casually she 
said ”I came to Australia to learn 
Bowen therapy”. 

Elaine asked her where and who 
taught you?   She said “Katrina 
Ridley at Newcastle, where she 
completed modules � and 4”.   
Elaine asked  “Do you know who 
you are sitting beside?”  Amazing 
conversation followed.

Her mother had learned Bowen 
from Christine Perkins in Calgary 
and this lady was Katrina 
Gildemeister who had worked for 
Christine Perkin’s husband.
Yes only one seat left!

Coincidences or what, Ali Goward 
says this is the synergy of Bowen. 
Read her article on Page 8.  Synergy 
is the sum of the parts when coming 
together, creating something greater 
than these parts.  Bowen is full of 
synergy.  Seize the moment, go for 
it and enjoy the journey.

We are delighted to welcome to our 
family of Instructors Dena Bowen 
from Brighton, Michigan and Susan 
Kingsbury Everett, Washington 
USA  

We would also like to welcome 
Debbie Ross from Queensland and 
Joshua Rasco from New South 
Wales whose profiles will appear 
in the December issue of Bowen 
Hands.

And now abideth faith, hope, 
charity, these three; but the 
greatest of these is charity.

1 COR 13 V 13   (KJV)

Instructors Christine Hancock-Furnee from Whangaparaoa, New 
Zealand and Jennifer Lowry from Tasmania, Australia have informed 

the Academy of their retirement from teaching the Bowen Technique 
after many years as Instructors.  We thank them both for their valuable 
contributions to the training program of Bowtech practitioners and their 
significant involvement on a number of committees.

     In appreciation we send our best wishes.       

ABOUT THE
 COVER:  

‘Wannon Falls’ - 

Just one of the local 
attractions only 15 kms 

from the Bowen 
Head Office

“BOWEN CRED”
HAVE YOU GOT 

YOUR 
BOWEN CRED?
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 Using Bowtech to assist 
with issues

 affecting breastfeeding
                                                                                                                                      

SUE BARFORD  -  IBCLC
Lactation Consultant

Bowtech Bowen Therapist
Roma Queensland

“I’m keen to encourage therapists to be prepared and interested in working on babies as I see some lovely results 
and also treat children that perhaps needed Bowen earlier in life . 

I dream that eventually doctors will offer Bowen more as a clear frontline option to medication for  babies (and 
children’s) reflux, colic, gut issues, bedwetting, feeding problems (alongside LC referral !) and torticollis. A lot of 
my clients are health professionals so that is a start. 
 
As an LC I am continually concerned that birth trauma and interventions are undervalued in the effect it can 
have on breastfeeding and babies in general, leaving room a for a shift to bodywork in helping healing. I hope 
increasingly there will be studies into vaccum delivery which seems to cause a lot of problems.

In the case of torticollis outlined in this paper the baby visited the physio with the physio adopting an interested 
and observing approach (no treatment) to the baby’s progress. He is now a happy 14 mth old with minimal head 
assymetry.
 
For those who’d like to know more; see bibliography in paper for titles Supporting Sucking Skills and Impact of 
Birth Practices on Breastfeeding Allison Hazelbaker is a lactation consultant doing some interesting work and 
webinars (GOLD 2012) recently talking to the lactation world about fascia and its relationship to infant trauma, 
tongue tie and breastfeeding “

Acknowledgements 

Heartfelt thanks to Mavis Bunt for accepting the challenge to work on babies with breastfeeding difficulty, also for 
her invaluable mentoring in my own Bowtech training.
Thank you to the mothers and babies who trusted in the Bowen Technique and allowed use of their experiences in 
this research project. It is my passion and privilege to support such an important time in your lives.

Aim The intention of this research assignment is to explore the use of Bowtech Bowen technique to assist with 
some common issues physically affecting breastfeeding that may benefit from a collaborative approach and 
provide holistic treatment. I will do this through:
1.   Demonstrate how parents have found Bowen helpful through challenges in breastfeeding their babies through 
brief case histories by example.
2.   The possible mechanism for Bowtech Bowenwork on a selection of key conditions impacting on a 
breastfeeding relationship. 
�.   Show the potential and need for research in this area to advance Bowen as a clear evidence based option for 
mothers and babies. 

Design Review of current relevant literature to link, understand and explain the effectiveness of Bowtech 
Technique in helping resolve physical issues compromising breastfeeding. Finally, brief illustrative case studies in 
assisting and supporting breastfeeding mothers and babies as a lactation consultant and Bowen therapist. 

Setting Author’s private practice lactation consultancy in Roma, SW Qld over 9 year period referring to local 
Bowen therapist and author’s own practice as a Bowen therapist.
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Ethical Considerations 
- The Bowen technique was 
explained briefly to parents with 
demonstration of “Baby Bowen” 
(BB) of any procedures to be used 
on a mannequin. They indicated 
their verbal consent by making 
appointment to have BB performed 
over a series of treatments.
Parents also signed a consent 
form agreeing to participate in 
the research project by provision 
of data, their experiences and 
photographs.
The Bowen technique - history, 
philosophical beliefs, values 
and evolution of treatment

History and Values “The Bowen 
technique is a dynamic system 
of muscle and connective tissue 
therapy that was developed by 
the late Tom Bowen in Geelong, 
Australia. Mr Bowen became 
interested in ways to alleviate 
human suffering and began to 
notice that certain moves on the 
body had particular effects”.
(Rentsch 2007 P viii). 

In the 1970’s he was seeing large 
numbers of clients due to the 
minimal number of 1-3 treatments 
required and also offered “free 
clinics for children, people with 
disabilities and community service 
workers. “( Rentsch 2007 P viii)
Bowen therapy evolution 
In 1974 Mr. Bowen agreed to have 
Oswald Rentsch observe his work 
with Mr. Rentsch meticulously 
documenting the technique with the 
assistance of Mr. Bowen’s secretary. 
Mr. Rentsch and his wife Elaine 
began to offer the treatment in 
their own clinic in Victoria in 1976 
and honored their commitment to 
Mr. Bowen to teach the technique 
following his death in 1986. In 
1987 they founded the Bowen 
Therapy Academy of Australia and 
the Bowen technique was named 
Bowtech. Practitioners must meet 
the accredited training and ongoing 
practice commitments required by 
Bowtech to be entitled to practice 
under the name of Bowtech.

Philosophy and treatment 
physiology 

Tom Bowen’s philosophy in 
creating this successful technique 
appears to be in using a keen eye to 
observe, listen and respond to the 
clients posture, muscle tension and 
conditions. Mr. Bowen would then 
perform minimal Bowen moves 
and trust in the body’s innate self 
healing ability. Mr. Bowen and 
the Bowen community widely 
hold the “less is more approach” 
in performing effective Bowen 
treatment. (Wilks 2007, P4).
Rentsch (2007 Pvii ) states “Rather 
than focusing on a single complaint, 
the Bowen technique addresses the 
entire body, by restoring balance 
via the autonomic nervous system
( ANS ) . The ANS controls over 80 
% of bodily functions and is very 
susceptible to external stressors”. 

“Bowen uses gentle stretch and 
rolling movements at specific 
points throughout the body usually 
muscles, tendons, ligaments, 
nerves and body fascia”. Rentsch 
(2007 Pviii) that “In addition 
to activating the ANS. Bowtech 
moves and procedures may reset 
the body to heal itself by activating 
through the nervous and endocrine 
systems among others, the following 
mechanisms, stretch reflex, 
joint proprioreceptors, fascia, 
acupressure points and meridians, 
spinal reflexes, stimulating immune 
and lymphatic system, harmonic 
vibration or resonance model, 
lymphatics and detoxification”. 
Rentsch (2007 Pix).

The overall effect on the body is to: 
1.  Rebalances and realigns the 
body to improve posture and 
mobility.
2.  Relaxes, calms and restores  
balance to the nervous system  
allowing healing and recovery to 
begin or continue. 
�.  Stimulates body energy, 
circulation and detoxification. 
Although any Bowen can be used 
on babies it is usual to use only a 

brief but particular set of moves 
initially, known as Baby Bowen. 
Baby Bowen focuses around the 
posterior and anterior thoracic 
area due to the uppermost centre 
of gravity in the baby, the less 
developed fascial system and their 
whole body responsiveness to these 
minimal moves. Extra procedures 
are added as and when appropriate 
within the comfort level of the baby 
to further address specific issues.

Literature Review
A search of the Cochrane database, 
Google scholar, Pub Med, 
International Breastfeeding Journal 
did not yield any peer reviewed 
research available specifically 
relating to use of Bowtech 
technique for issues affecting 
breastfeeding chosen by the author 
– Gastric reflux, Colic, Torticollis 
and breastfeeding coordination. 
There is some anecdotal 
information verbal and printed 
(Mavis Bunt, Sandra Gustafson, 
Jane Murphy). Generally there 
is a relative lack of documented 
information to guide the Bowen 
practitioner specifically relating 
to working with babies except the 
invaluable text by John Wilks “The 
Inside Story”.

Literature used in this research 
project correlates and explores 
common threads in the two topics 
of lactation and Bowen.

Demographics
The use of Bowen technique has 
general acceptance amongst health 
practitioners in the Roma district 
and is used by a diverse community 
cohort ranging newborn to elderly 
including graziers, families, young 
sports people, professionals, health 
care and community workers. Until 
recently there has been only one full 
time practitioner with high demand.

Other treatment options used by the 
population having Bowen technique 
are the chiropractor, massage 
therapist and physiotherapist. 
Parents generally sought GP advice, 
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chiropractor or physiotherapist for 
their babies. The town does not 
have a naturopath, craniosacral 
therapist or osteopath.

Background
Despite the importance of 
breastfeeding to a child’s overall 
health and development, mothers 
often find themselves facing 
significant challenges establishing 
breastfeeding due to the infant’s 
makeup, birth adjustment or 
environmental effects such as 
birth trauma, assisted birth or food 
allergies. These challenges may 
present as difficulty with breast 
attachment and positioning, colic, 
gastric reflux, irritable baby, poor 
weight gain, nipple pain and 
consequent milk supply issues. 

Internationally Board Certified 
Lactation Consultants (IBCLC) 
are allied health professionals 
with gold standard specialist 
qualification in lactation knowledge 
and management skills to 
assist mothers. They facilitate 
breastfeeding classes, breastfeeding 
establishment, assess complex 
breastfeeding challenges and 
refer to other health professionals 
as appropriate to attain the best 
possible outcome.
As this is a large and specialised 
subject what follows is a brief 
insight and exploration of the 
conditions of reflux, colic and 
torticollis that Bowen is used for by 
Roma Bowtech practitioners and 
associated feeding implications. 
I will then hypothesize the 
mechanism by which Bowen may 
work on these conditions to assist 
the breastfeeding relationship, 
giving case examples.

Infant distress, Colic and 
Reflux 

Colic has varying definitions and 
is often used as a blanket term to 
describe a baby’s distress. Riordan 
& Wambach (2010 P 864) state it 
is “a syndrome in early infancy 
characterised by episodic loud 

crying, apparent abdominal pain 
(legs drawn up and rigid abdomen) 
and irritability.”The Churchill 
Livingstone Nurses Dictionary 
(1978 P71) as Greek for “suffering 
in the colon” and “severe pain 
resulting from periodic spasm in an 
abdominal organ” and Vartabedian 
(2007 P287) as “a five letter word 
used by physicians when they don’t 
know why a baby is crying”.  

Causes of colic are still debated 
but are thought primarily related 
to food protein hypersensitivity or 
allergy with parental expectations, 
family dynamics and smoking also 
suggested. Riordan & Wambach 
(2010 P275). 

Riordan & Wambach (2010 P 274) 
note that before an assessment of 
colic is made, all other causes of 
crying should be investigated and 
ruled out, especially hunger, illness 
and injury, and lack of carrying and 
touch. 

Treatment usually involves 
elimination of possible above 
causes, supportive measures to 
manage crying, elimination or 
reduction of other contributing 
factors.

Gastroesophageal Reflux is 
considered to be a normal process 
in babies where stomach contents 
may rise above the sphincter at 
the oesophagus base but may 
not cause any distress. For some 
babies it can be distressing and 
may become Gastroesophageal 
Reflux Disease (GERD) as defined 
simply by Vartabedian (2007 P28) 
as “the complications and problems 
arising from the passage of stomach 
material up and out of the stomach 
where it doesn’t belong.” A baby 
in distress and having episodes 
of crying or screaming may be 
diagnosed as suffering with colic or 
reflux.

Causes of reflux may include breast 
milk oversupply, immature lower 
oesophageal sphincter, slower gut 
motility, poor feeding technique 

and cow’s milk allergy. Unsettled 
behaviour can also be caused solely 
by food protein hypersensitivity or 
allergy. Vartabedian (2007 P28), 
Riordan & Wambach (2010 P ��9) 

Another possible contributor to 
the distressed/ unsettled baby 
can perhaps be found in the 
observations of John Wilks who 
notes that in some babies “the 
first part of the Moro reflex was 
dominant with strong activation of 
Sympathetic nervous system and 
generally hyper aroused state”. 

He went on to observe its 
occurrence in babies “who had 
experienced traumatic births or, 
in particular Caesarean deliveries 
the first part of this reflex will be 
dominant and express itself at the 
slightest upset”.  Wilks 2007 (P 
169).

For the breastfeeding mother, 
infant distress, whatever its cause 
can make it difficult for her baby 
to feed or attach well and she may 
also have difficulty with bonding, 
milk supply, sore nipples and breast 
drainage problems. 

Traditional treatment for 
symptomatic reflux may include 
medications to decrease stomach 
acidity or increase gut motility, 
upright positioning for 20-�0 
minutes after feeds, smaller more 
frequent feeds and in serious cases, 
surgery. Some health professionals 
including lactation consultants will 
suggest consideration of elimination 
of dietary contributors after trying 
basic management measures. 
Dietician referral may be required 
to guide careful elimination diet 
and ongoing maintenance without 
compromising maternal diet.

Bowtech treatment for an 
unsettled baby, colic or reflux 
would generally be “Baby Bowen” 
with addition of extra procedures if 
required as treatment progresses.
John Wilks suggested unsettled 
babies may also benefit from moves 



such as “Coccyx, Kidney or TMJ 
procedure” Wilks 2007 (P 160).
Bowen affects the Vagus nerve 
and shifts the body from the 
sympathetic response discussed 
earlier to a parasympathetic 
response. The Vagus nerve affects 
digestive function including 
stomach, small intestine and 
some of the large intestine, heart 
rate, respiration, liver and kidney 
function. Wilks 2007 (P 142). 

A baby is better able to focus on 
breastfeeding when its body is 
functioning in a balanced way 
and not under stress or causing 
distraction with pain.

Torticollis 

Definition: It is thought that 
congenital muscular torticollis 
(CMT) is caused by intrauterine 
restriction and or vascular injury 
to one Sternocleidomastoid muscle 
(SCM) before or during birth. 
Watson Genna 201� (P 2�6) . 

There is usually a preference to 
turn the neck to one side and there 
may also be associated facial 
asymmetry including the eyes, 
ears and mandible (evident in gum 
lines). Watson Genna 201� (P 2�6) 
described the appearance in detail: 

“ A contracted SCM muscle 
causes the head to be rotated to 
the contralateral (opposite) side 
and tilted to the ipsilateral (same) 
side. There are associated facial 
asymmetries, including changes 
in eye height and size, unequal 
mandibular”.

Smith 2010 (P75) further indicated 
that torticollis may be caused 
by “shortening or spasm of 
the (SCM), or associated with 
“nerve entrapment from cranial 
asymmetry”. 

Up to 10 % of babies are thought 
to have a preference for one side 
(Wall & Glass, R (2006)) with 
CMT estimated to occur in 1 in 
�00 births. (Scott Freed, Coulter-
O’Berry 2006).

Effects:  In my experience and 
that of other IBCLC’s, torticollis 
may cause nipple pain and 
breastfeeding attachment difficulty 
with mandibular asymmetry and 
body positioning difficulty due to 
the baby’s side preference. CMT 
can also cause problems with 
adequate breast drainage, this can 
subsequently leading to blocked 
ducts and or milk supply issue. 
Torticollis breastfeeding issues are 
further confirmed by a well known 
paper on Torticollis and associated 
mandibular asymmetry by Wall and 
Glass, 2006. 

Additionally if CMT is left 
untreated “progressive fibrosis 
(replacement of muscle tissue 
with inelastic fibrous tissue) may 
occur.  “(Watson Genna 201� (P 
236) plagiocephaly (flattening and 
asymmetry of skull) is associated 
with up to 90% of CMT cases.

Traditional treatment: Current 
treatment teaches parents varied 
carrying, sleeping and floor 
positioning and to perform 
stretching exercises early under 
guidance of a therapist (usually 
physiotherapist). Keys to success 
were commencement of early 
treatment, parental motivation 
to attend regular physio and 
accurately perform stretching 
exercises is required.  (Scott 
Freed & Coulter-O’Berry 2006, 
P6.  Wakista &Ranchagoda 200�) 
Persistent cases may require 
surgery, botulinum toxin injection 
and cranial orthoses (helmet) if 
associated with plagiocephaly. 
(Genna 201� (P 2�6), Scott Freed, 
Coulter-O’Berry 2006). 

Bowen treatment:  Baby Bowen 
initially with gradual addition 
of BRM� and TMJ if required. 
Work over the SCM and Trapezius 
through Neck and TMJ moves. 

The SCM and Trapezius are 
innervated by the spinal accessory 
nerve and cervical nerves C2, 
C� and C4. Torticollis resolution 

using Bowen has been observed 
by myself usually within 1-� visits 
and occasional cases requiring up 
to 6 visits. Some parents returned 
for a “top up” treatment when 
they noted sudden return of baby 
neck side preference. Scott Freed 
& Coulter O’Berry ( 2004, P6) 
also noted that torticollis posture 
could regress during periods of 
growth as the involved side may 
not grow at the same rate as the 
uninvolved side, creating a risk of 
return of contracture. Periods of 
illness, teething and acquisition of 
new motor skills could also cause 
regression.

Part Two will be published in the 
December issue of Bowen Hands
with lots of interesting photos of 
babies.

Bowtech

BROCHURES

$25.00 per 100

GST inclusive plus $14.00 postage (Aust)

International orders:
Please contact Head Offfice

BOwtECH
P.O. Box 733, 

Hamilton, Vic. 3300
Ph. (03) 5572 3000

bowtech@h140.aone.net.au
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WELCOME   TO   OUR   NEW   INSTRUCTORS

Dena Bowen
Brighton, Michigan U.S.A.

Susan Kingsbury
Everett, Washington U.S.A.

I found Bowenwork when I was introduced to it at the end of my massage school 
training in 2007. I had been suffering with a torn rotator cuff and wondered if I could 
actually continue to massage. The gentle yet dynamic movements were intriguing and 
the results of that first sample session were so dramatic that I enrolled in classes and was 
pleasantly surprised when the shoulder healed completely without surgery.

I have completed all twelve Modules, as well as Bowenwork courses: Deep Anatomy, Bowen for Immobile, Stroke 
Care, and Chronic Fatigue,  Postural Assessment, Childbirth, Babies, and Toddlers, as well as my new passion -
Mind/Body and Bowen. In 2012 I became an Associate Instructor and completed my Full Instructor training in July 
of 2014. Instructing seemed a natural direction as I have taught both adults and children and have an interest in 
sharing the healing rewards of Bowenwork with others. 

Experience Bowenwork is the name of my business in beautiful Lynnwood, Washington. My office is located on 
a huge pond where eagles, ducks, geese, turtles, fish, and frogs share the serene waters with the occasional river 
otter. Every day holds the opportunity for a miracle with Bowenwork! 

Dena Bowen is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and earned her 
Bachelor of Science degree in Clinical Psychology.  She became a certified 
Bowenwork practitioner in 2008, and has recently become a Band 1 
Bowenwork Instructor in May of 2014. 

“It is exciting to say that Bowenwork is now being taught in my home State of 
Michigan now” says Dena.

Dena Bowen practices out of the Brighton/Ann Arbor area of Michigan. To 
reach Dena go to www.denabowen.com or email her at
bowentouch1@yahoo.com.

Elaine and Ossie’s 
Specalised Bowen 
Procedure 2 
Master Class 
held in Randwick, 
Sydney on 
27th and 28th 
June,2014 with 
six different 
nationalities 
attending.

......................................................

......................................................
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I had just finished speaking with 
Ossie about synergy in Bowen, 
walked into my library and was
immediately drawn to a book “Do 
Miracles Exist” written by Dr Jan de 
Vries. ND, MRN, DHom.Med.,
MBAcA, DSc(Hon). Very apt I 
thought as we know that ‘miracles 
do exist’ in Bowen.

My thoughts wandered back to 
25 years ago. In 1989, having just 
completed a diploma in
proficiency in the Bowen technique,  
I was visiting the UK “Bowening” 
my way through England, Wales 
and Scotland, I had dropped in 
to visit noted naturopath and 
homoeopath Dr Jan De Vries in
Troon, Scotland.

He showed me his clinic where 
he treated thousands of patients 
including royalty and celebrities. 
And presented me with his series 
of medical books ‘By Appointment 
Only’ including the book I had just
picked up.

Dr De Vries told me that he knew 
about the Bowen technique and 
had personally experienced it when 
he had recently been in America. 
He had been suffering from carpal 
tunnel, and whilst travelling in a lift, 
he had met a man who had treated 
his wrist with “ Bowen” while 
travelling between floors!
That man was Ossie Rentsch. The 
synergy of Ossie, from Australia, 
meeting a Scottish man in an
American lift, and then my 
travelling from Australia, and 
meeting the same man and 
discussing Bowen and Ossie in 
Scotland is certainly synergistic. 
Quite extraordinary when you 
think that Bowen had only been 
taught for a few years

Synergy what is it?  Basically; it is 
the sum of the parts, when coming 
together, creating something
greater than those parts. Bowen 

is full of synergy.  I liken it to 
a torch, where you have all the 
components; the battery, the casing, 
the lens, the bulb and the button.  
By putting them altogether, they are 
just an object the sum of the parts, 
but by pressing on the button these 
components create light.  This is 
what the miracle of Bowen does in 
the body. By gently pressing on the 
body, it switches on a healing light!

My journey prior to Bowen healing 
had taken me through.

1. Western Allopathic medicine,
2. Naturopathic medicine,
3. Traditional Chinese Medicine 
and
4. Energetic / Vibrational work.

The excitement was in discovering 
that all these factions come together 
and create a synergistic
response when performing the 
Bowen moves.

The synergy of healing within the 
body In my understanding of the 
workings of the body the first
components of the body to go out 
of alignment in disease are the 
Electromagnetic Frequency
Energy Fields.  EMFs, if not 
realigned, can cause disturbances in 
the mental/emotional component.
This affects how we think and 
feel which, if not corrected, has 
a knock-on effect and creates 
disturbances in our physical 
body, ie: opening up the pathway 
for disease or discomfort in the 
physical component.  This is when 
we usually see the client, when the 
disturbance has reached the physical 
plane.

When we perform Bowen on the 
body, healing starts firstly on the 
EMF or energetic layers of the
body which ripples through to the 
mind/emotional connection which 
in turn allows the physical body to
reset and realign.  This is why the 

seven day mandatory wait 
between treatments is so 
important.

Research in acupuncture, surgical 
bleeds, and antibiotic viability has 
shown that seven day cycles are
optimum.

The synergy doesn’t stop there.

The most wonderful thing IS the 
power of one Bowen move in the 
body. Ossie often told when it
comes to Bowen, Mr Bowen said 
‘one move can be a treatment.’ Mr. 
Bowen would do one move and say 
‘That’s all the body can take for 
today’.

We think  “How can one move be 
a treatment?’
We are told to trust the technique 
because it works.

I’m going to endeavour to explain 
how one move, our first move, ie: 
the LB BRM stoppers, on the right 
and left side of the body, not only 
can save lives, it is a complete 
synergy within the body addressing 
not only the physical but also the 
mental/ emotional and energy 
components.

Experience is your best teacher: 
In my 25 years of working with 
pure Bowen taught by Ossie and 
Elaine I have had the occasion to 
perform this move in quite a few 
life-threatening situations.

Case 1: Once when riding cross 

By Ali GowardSYNERGY IN BOWEN
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country, I was following a young 
girl whose horse stopped and
somersaulted over the jump with 
her underneath, the horse landed on 
top of the girl, became stuck upside 
down, rolling and squashing her 
underneath 500kgs. By the time 
the horse had got to its feet, the 
girl was lying lifeless, unconscious 
and not breathing.  Luckily another 
rider had a mobile phone and was 
able to phone for an ambulance 
while I very carefully put in the 
lower stoppers and move 5 of the 
respiratory procedure. These were 
repeated until she started to breathe. 
When she took her first breath, froth 
and blood came out of her mouth 
and nostrils. She had not regained 
consciousness when the ambulance 
took her to hospital, though I later 
heard that she had survived with 
lungs punctures and fractures to the 
scapulars and ribs.

Case 2: Another time, someone had 
accidentally taken a drug overdose. 
I was called in until the ambulance 
arrived. Her breathing rate was 
one breath a minute, she was 
barely conscious and certainly not 
conscious of my being there. Again 
I put in the lower back stoppers and 
move 5 of the respiratory procedure. 
(I also pray a lot in these situations!) 
After about fifteen minutes she was  
breathing at a fairly normal rate 
about sixteen breaths per minute 
when the ambulance came.  She 
survived.

Case 3: In the vet clinics I have 
worked on quite a few small animals 
that have gone into respiratory
arrest after anaesthesia, causing 
them to stop breathing. By the 
time the vet has gone to get the 
adrenaline I have just done the one 
move on the body to reflex the 
diaphragm to open and to allow
inspiration and breathing has 
been resumed before the vet came 
back with the injection. Working 
with animals, this work has been 
magnificent in times of crisis.

The synergy of move one and two 

(the lower back stoppers) cannot 
be overemphasised . Have you ever 
heard of the expression “ he was 
beside himself with worry”? this 
is actual fact, when somebody is 
so worried, they can literally be 
standing beside their energy field 
as the fear and worry is so great 
nothing can get through to them 
literally.

Healing starts in the energy fields 
move 1,2 ARE the balancers of the 
energy fields of the body.

Case: The first time I was able to 
measure this was when I was in 
South Australia teaching EMRT®.
I happened to have my divining rods 
with me. This particular time we 
were working with a young
thoroughbred, recently off the 
track.  We took it, with the other 
horses into an indoor arena, where 
it became an extremely agitated, 
throwing itself about like an 
absolute lunatic.
There was nothing that we could 
do to get its attention.  I decided to 
measure the energy field and found 
that it was physically standing at 
least 12 inches away from its 
actually energy field. We quickly 
took the horse outside to a safe 
place where it had feed and 
security.  I only did the lower back 
stoppers and left it.  By the time 
we came back half an hour later 
and measured the horse it was once 
again standing calmly within its 
own energy field. Move one will 
bring the being back balanced 
into its own energy field.

Polarity: Move 1 medially on the 
left hand (passive) side sedates the 
nervous system.  The right-hand 
side of the body (even though it is 
the active side) is a medial sedater 
of the nervous system.  This is the 
polarity  (the electrical system) 
working within the body.

TCM Chinese Medicine:  The Dan 
Tien (the Chi centre) is situated 
just below the umbilicus. This is a 

vast storehouse, our powerhouse 
of energy. In Tibetan and Chinese 
medicine it is understood that this 
powerhouse is more powerful than a 
nuclear reactor.  In Japanese Shiatsu 
this is where the Hara (reflex to the 
whole body) is.

Bladder meridian 24: Qihaishu 
- directly works on  abdominal 
distention and haemorrhoids move 1
and 2 at vertebrae L� L4 of the 
lower back procedure works 
energetically (vibrationally) on 
the bladder meridian. The bladder 
meridian accesses all internal 
organs, so by touching this point 
you are actually sending messages 
to the liver, the kidneys, the lungs, 
the heart, as well as the endocrine
glands.

***This is a big treatment, and 
often is enough for the body to take, 
then allow it the 7 days of
realigning and reprogramming 
before the next treatment.

* Haemorrhoids are from liver 
congestion

Healing then takes place mentally 
and emotionally.  Moves 1&2 LB 
BRM are over the kidney reflex
area. The kidneys represent the 
organ of fear.  When fear comes into 
the body there is an emergency.
Doing the stoppers on the lower 
back you are telling the body ‘the 
emergency is over’.  You are
releasing the body from its fear. 
This emotional aspect is in what is 
called the ‘Ming Men’ Sea of
Energy which happens to be situated 
in the kidney area, which is where 
we happened to do move 1 and 2 of 
the lower back procedure.

Talking about the physical body as 
Bowen therapists, we need to be 
very proficient in our knowledge
of Anatomy And Physiology.

Chiropractors have often said the 
lumbar area is the most difficult to 
resolve subluxations.  (Though we, 
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as Bowen practitioners, know that 
Bowen works beautifully on lumbar 
subluxations).

Anatomically, when working 
on move 1&2 LB BRM, we are 
working on the lateral aspect of
m.longissimus thoracicus of the m 
erector spinae muscle.  The group 
of � muscles that holds our
spine erect. We hold against the 
lateral margin of the muscle; at the 
same time we are also accessing the 
medial aspect of the m. iliocostalis 
lumborum and the distal edge of 
the m.serratus posterior inferior; 
so we are actually at an amazing 
junction of three really important 
antagonistic muscles that hold our 
backs up straight and in alignment.

Underneath these muscles we have 
other little muscles m.multifidus 
and m. rotares, that actually 
interlink the transverse processes 
and the spinal processes of 
the vertebral column.  If these 
are in tension this can create a 
subluxation in the vertebrae. In 
tension they can also bear pressure 
on the intervertebral discs causing 
herniation and this in turn puts 
pressure on the spinal nerves
causing nerve inflammation and 
impingement. The vibration from 
move 1 and 2 can correct this in the
lumbar spine.

By performing one move (the LB 
stoppers) over the erector spinae we 
send a vibration which can
affect the whole of the physical 
structure of the body.  This is 
physical synergy.

The lymphatic system, the 
circulatory system and the digestive 
system are all directly accessed by
LB moves 1 and 2.

Circulation - internally we are 
directly working over the aorta 
and inferior vena cava, the body’s 
major artery and vein.  These then 
branch at about L4 into the external 
iliac veins and arteries which 
run down the legs. This is a very 

powerful junction of the circulatory 
system.
Moves 1 and 2  BRM of the lower 
back procedure are so powerful, 
concerned correctly over the 
junction where the blood of the 
trunk with the blood of the legs.

Lymphatics – Lymphatic nodules 
on the inferior vena cava and aorta 
and the left and right lumbar
lymph nodes are directly under 
moves 1 and 2 LB.
Digestion – the transverse colon 
is situated and accessed directly by 
moves 1 and  2 LB.

The nerves -  The third lumbar 
ventral nerves are directly accessed 
by moves 1 and 2 LB BRM. The
lumbar nerve plexus, the lumbar 
ganglion of the sympathetic trunk 
and genitofemoral nerve also 
originates here.  Skin dermatomes 
accessed from L� and L4  run to the 
knees where the m. vastus lateralis 
tendon inserts trigger points, 
accessed by moves 1 and 2 of the 
lower back procedure also are reflex 
points to where the fascia ties in 
at the knee, again at the m. vastus 
lateralis tendon.

Proprioception - In the muscles 
and blood there are proprioceptor 
nerve cells the programmers of
the body.  With Bowen we are 
helping the body reprogram by 
giving it the right messages.

Fascia  - Move one and two of the 
lower back procedure, the stoppers 
this over the thoracolumbar
fascia which runs up the spine that 
fascia governs the lymphatics, the 
lymphatics in turn govern the fluid 
in the body.  In TCM terms this 
is governed by the triple heater 
meridian. Over the top of all the 
muscles lies the sacro-spinalis 
ligament and internally the deep 
and superficial thoracolumbar fascia 
starting at the coccyx running up 
the spine into the nuchal ligament 
that attaches under the occipital 
bone of the skull. Just think about 

the fascial /emotional connection 
knowing that this spiderweb of 
fascia, with its own intelligence, 
runs through every portion of the 
body.

Not forgetting the activation via the 
endocrine glands to change the 
body chemistry, bringing calmness 
in both brain and body.

In Bowen we are not moving 
muscle, rather, we are giving a 
signal to the fascial/muscular/
nerve connection to take a 
message to the brain for the body 
to correct itself.

Basically the synergistic moves 1 
and 2 of the LB BRM access the 
trilogy of mind/body and soul
1. The energy body/ intuition is 
contained in the Dan Tien slightly 
ventral to moves 1 and 2.
2. The mind/emotions are accessed 
through the miIng men sea of 
energy of the kidneys through
the kidney muscle psoas major 
origin (our hip flexures point of 
balance (gravity)) at L� L4.
�. The physical body accessed 
with moves 1 and 2 at the powerful 
dynamic junction of the overlap
of the erector spinae muscle group 
with the gluteal sheath/sacro 
spinalis connection to the deep 
thoracolumnar fascia originating 
at the coccyx and running up the 
spine inserting into the nuchal 
ligament which in turn inserts 
under the C1 and occipitals.

Not only is this work holistic as in 
the body and its systems as a whole, 
accessed by moves 1 and 2 LB
BRM but mind/body/soul is also 
addressed.

Even though the above is written 
as a dissection of each component 
- put it all together and you can
see how much there is in the 
synergy of these 2 moves…...
And ...this just from one pair of 
gentle non invasive moves on the 
lower back.
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I hope that by giving you a little 
understanding about the energy 
fields, the mind /emotional 
connection, the physical helps you 
to understand this wonderful work
a synergy that is called Bowen

For 25 years I have been blessed 
with this work Bowen, to be able to 
be of service mainly to the
animals.  For me it is through the 
goodness, kindness and grace of 
Ossie and Elaine, who have been
absolutely wonderful guardians 
of this work from Tom Bowen. 
I wish you all the best with this 
brand new course SBP �. Bowen 
excites me as much today as when 
I first learnt it and I am absolutely 
thrilled to have been asked by Ossie 
to write a forward based on my 
understanding of the synergy of
performing just one Bowen move; 
and saying “That all this body 
can take!”

With love and blessings,    
 ALI GOWARD

Ali Goward is Principal, Direct Developer of EMRT® and CCMRT®. 
Ali also offers a Brilliant Bowtech Endorsed Course 
“The Essence of Bowen”.

    
                          Equus College of Learning & Research

                           ABN 68 081 448   875. 
                             Equine Muscle Release Therapy P/L  ACN 081 448 875.
                             Equine Muscle Release Therapy (NZ) Ltd.

                              Director Developer EMRT® / CCmrt®  since 1990

The Official Original Bowen on Animals  - authorised world wide by   
Bowtech® - The Bowen Therapy Academy of Australia  - BTAA

Email:  emrt.ali@bigpond.com              Phone:  61 0418 455 801
Website:  www.emrt.net.au

“The Essence of Bowen”
The dates are as follows :-

Venue - 25 Magnolia Avenue, Davistown. NSW Central Coast
Dates - Friday 6th and Saturday 7th September, 2014
All inquiries to Co-ordinator - 
Virginia Ede - Email : philnvj@gmail.com or Contact: 0414696�55

The two day “Essence of Bowen” is scheduled to be conducted by Ali 
Goward on Friday 5th and Saturday 6th September 2014 on the NSW 
Central Coast, and is intended to not only provide an introduction into 
Bowen Therapy for newly interested parties, but also as CEU hours for 
practitioners already proficient and having gained their certificates in 
Bowen therapy through the BCNT and BTAA. 

Essence of Bowen
Pirongia New Zealand

CCMRT class - Canada
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Get Your Bowen Credibility On!
Written by 

Dena Bowen
Brighton, Michigan USA

“Ah huh. Yeah. That’s right.  We’ve 
got our “Bowen Cred” going on!”  
Dena Bowen and Belinda Wilkinson 
get ready for the “May 2014 
International Women’s Show” in 
Novi Michigan. 

“Bowen Cred” is the street 
slang version of having 
street credibility, and they 
have definitely earned their 
“credibility!”  That means they 
have talked the Bowen talk, 
walked the Bowen walk, and have 
done the Bowen roll on as many 
people as possible.  They do it 
because they know it can really 
change people’s lives.

“We have traveled many miles, 
burned the rubber off our tyres, 
drank bad coffee, and have eaten 
terrible gas station food late at 
night.  During August we have put 
our booth up in the middle of the 
street, and burned our feet on the 
hot pavement at the Melon Festival 
in Howell Michigan.  And still….we 
continue on our mission to educate 
the public about the benefits of 
Bowenwork.  We know that even a 
couple of Bowenwork moves can 
make a big difference for people” 
said Dena Bowen.  “Bowenwork 
is very transformational on many 
levels.”

“This is the second year that the 
Michigan Bowenwork Practitioners 
have participated in the 2014 
International Women’s Show.  
More than 47,000 people walked 
through the front door, and may be 
introduced to Bowenwork for the 
first time.  We are aware that we are 
representing Bowenwork globally, 
and all of us dress professionally 
with the Bowen logo on our shirts.  
It is important to talk with integrity 
and honesty when educating the 
public about Bowenwork.  Our 
efforts will have a direct impact on 
our practices, as well all the other 
practitioners in Michigan.” 

“The International Women’s Show 
is a long four day show and the 
Michigan Bowenwork practitioners 
may work on fifty to sixty people 
per day.  The secrets of not getting 
fatigued or sore legs is to wrap the 
ankles for support, as well as to 
pace yourselves by taking frequent 
breaks.  If we are not busy we treat 
each other on the table, and this way 
we never have an empty table.  We 
expend a lot of energy doing shows, 
but it comes back to us in so many 
ways” says Dena Bowen. 

Doing public demonstrations is 
part of the Bowenwork marketing 
strategy.  Research has found 
that people have to see you at 
least five times in order for your 
business to become legitimate.  
Doing demonstrations also gives 
Bowenwork Practitioners the ability 
to practice on every body type that 
is out there.  Many times we only 
make enough money to pay back 
the price of the booth rental, but 
that’s not why we are there.  We 
are there to connect with the public 
and promote the work of Tom 
Bowen.  After a show each of us 
may have twenty to thirty calls for 
Bowenwork sessions.  Doing at 
least four demonstrations a year is 
enough to keep new people walking 

through your door. 

Dena Bowen of Brighton Michigan 
is a Band One Bowenwork 
Instructor, and has been practicing 
since 2008.  “I follow the rule of 
10,000 hours of practice makes 
perfect practice.  I promised myself 
when I first started as a student that 
I would do at least one Bowenwork 
session a day.  By 4:00 pm if I 
hadn’t done a Bowenwork session I 
would start calling people, and soon 
had people on speed dial to help 
me practice Bowenwork.  There 
is always someone out there to 
practice on.”

“The first time I did a demonstration 
was at a raw vegan festival.  I did 
it on my own, but was not prepared 
for the heat and thunderstorms.  I 
was overwhelmed by the amount of 
people that wanted a Bowenwork 
session, and couldn’t even take a 
break.  That was the last time I did 
a demonstration on my own, and 
now realize that it is truly a group 
effort.”

Belinda Wilkinson of Brighton, 
Michigan began her Bowenwork 
career in April of 2010.  She had the 
opportunity to practice when she 
traveled to Shipshewana Indiana, 
and began her work in an Amish 
community.  “The Amish are very 
interested in alternative care, and 
immediately understood the benefit 
of Bowenwork” says Belinda.  The 
Amish families drive up in their 
horse and buggies to an Amish 
host house, and patiently wait 
for hours for their turn.  Belinda 
travels weekly with 5 tables, and 
can do up to thirty or forty people 
in one day.  Everyone in the Amish 
family gets a Bowenwork session.  
Bowenwork has become so popular 
in Shipshewana that Belinda may 
spend the night with an Amish host, 
and work on more Amish families 
for a second day in a row.
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Belinda is a powerhouse when it 
comes to doing demonstrations, 
and has extensive knowledge 
from doing craft shows since 
early childhood.  Her greatest gift 
is being able to connect with the 
public and share her knowledge 
of Bowenwork.  Belinda radiates 
her passion and enthusiasm of 
Bowenwork, and soon people catch 
her excitement.  There is no end 
to opportunities for Belinda and 
Bowenwork.

Mary Dodich of Brighton, 
Michigan also participated in the 
May 2014 International Women’s 
Show for the second year.  Mary 
was introduced to Bowenwork 
during a demonstration in 2011, 
and immediately signed up to learn 
Bowenwork.  “While learning 
Bowenwork I would often hear the 
Tom Bowen phrase of ‘trust the 
work’.  In participating in public 
demonstrations I am able 
to see the essence of this phrase in 
action.  I often see immediately the 

transformation of people from pain 
to relief bringing smiles and joy to 
their faces”, says Mary.

This year six Bowenwork students 
also participated in the 2014 
International Women’s Show 
passing out flyers and explaining to 
people what Bowenwork is.  Janet 
Vecchio, Roxanne Petrie, Karen 
Sweger, Kathy Jerore, Melissa 
Labadie, and Colette Gilbert did a 
great job of stepping outside their 
comfort zone, and challenged them 
to put their new knowledge of 
Bowenwork to work.  Explaining 
what Bowenwork is, and how it 
works can sometimes be the most 
difficult part.  This was a great 
learning experience for the students, 
and exposed them to what it takes 
to put up a booth, and talk to the 
people in a professional manner. 

Dena, Belinda and Mary definitely 
follow the 10,000 hour rule of 
practicing, and doing public 

demonstrations gives Bowenwork 
Practitioners the marketing edge 
to make Bowenwork a household 
name.  “Michigan has become 
the fastest growing group of 
Bowenwork practitioners in the 
United States, and all of us share 
our experience, time, banners, 
tables and resources to help 
everyone promote their businesses 
here in Michigan.  Bowenwork is 
easy to sell, and it is easy to sell 
something that you are passionate 
about”, says Dena Bowen.

“Our advice to all the Bowenwork 
practitioners is to get out there, and 
earn your Bowen street credibility.  
If you are shy about public speaking 
pair up with someone who loves 
to talk.  Everyone has their own 
specialty and strength in a group 
dynamic. When you spread the 
word of Bowenwork it will come 
back to you in so many ways; more 
ways and opportunities than you 
can ever imagine.” 



After a car ride of one and 
a half hours I arrived in Biel 
where Manuela Bellardant and 
myself were to prepare a Bowen 
information day. The elevator at 
our destination was rather small 
and when I moved myself to lift 
the massage table then it suddenly 
happened: lumbago, and a hard one!

I couldn’t move my left leg anymore 
and I could hardly move my upper 
part of the body as well. My pelvic 
area was fully blocked and I was 
experiencing heavy pains. I was 
very worried as I could neither 
stand on my heel nor on my toes… 
I dragged myself towards Manuela. 
While leaning against the wall 
Manuela did the ‘Lower Stoppers’ 
and ‘Sacrum Procedure’ on me.
Wow, the tension was gone within 
minutes so I was able to proceed 
with the preparation tasks and I was 
even able to move my leg again but 
still with pain. 

After having completed all 
preparation tasks I was given a basic 
treatment by Manuela. Bowtech 
managed to get me up to a level 
where I was able to get through the 
day. It was not without pain and 
suffering but I was able to at least 
stand the pain and to give treatments 
to others. 

After almost 10 hours the event 
was over and I got on my way 
home which took again about one 
and a half  hours. At home, I got 
to bed immediately faced with the 
fact that I had to teach Module 2 of 
Bowtech in the upcoming two days. 
However, after a rather restful night 
my husband had to help me to get 
up from bed the next morning. I was 
again fully blocked in my pelvic 
area and I could hardly lift my legs. 
The ‘Holding points’ on my thighs 
had a painful tension. Pain was still 
there but it was much better than 
what I had suffered before. After 
having taken a few steps walking 

the tension was less.

In the Bowtech course I took the 
opportunity to ask my students to do 
the ‘Lower Back Procedure’ on me. 
They did it very well, the tension 
had almost fully gone and I could 
teach the course without any further 
problems.

In the evening I could even walk 
with my horse for one hour without 
pain!

The next morning I felt rather good 
except for the tension again in the 
‘Holding points’ on my thighs. I 
was lucky the students had already 
learnt the ‘Hamstring Procedure’ 
and I asked my students to do this 
Procedure on me. When I got up 
after the treatment the entire tension 
was gone.

I have seen quite a number of 
lumbagos and almost all of them 
have reacted positively to Bowen. 
However, I have not seen such 
a serious case of lumbago that I 
had experienced. In such a case 
people are usually not able to come 
to me on their own due to their 
handicapped movements. Once 
more I am overwhelmed by our 
wonderful Bowen Technique!

I am happy to pass on my 
knowledge of the Bowen Technique 
to my students and to contribute my 
share so that it will become more 
known in Switzerland. It is my 
goal that Bowen Technique shall 
become better known and more 
acknowledged among medical staff 
and therapists so that more people 
can benefit from it. 

What is more I would like to share 
Bowen with mothers so that babies 
and kids will be in balance from the 
very beginning of their lives. 

It’s still a lot to do out there but 
with each new and well trained 
Practitioner we will come closer to 
this ambitious goal. I am thankful 
that I can contribute to all of this 
with my daily work.

My First Lumbago
Eveline Sprunger - Instructor Switzerland
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        BOWTECH SWITZERLAND
our committee:
Rear left-to-right:  Bruno Ziegler (Webmaster), Susanne von Steiger (Vicepresident), 
Serge Walty (President)

Front left-to-right:  Marlise Durst (Actuary), Regina Purtschert (Shop), Christine Greder (Miss Money)

Bowen treatment / 
therapy feedback
 

I have been suffering from a slipped 
disc problem since 2010. I had 
taken acupuncture treatment at that 
point of time to eradicate the pain. 
However, my back had become 
extremely fragile and would start 
paining whenever I subjected it to 
the slightest stress/ jerks/movement. 
I was unable to lift anything heavy; 
stand or walk for long or travel in 
an auto rickshaw since the jerks/ 
bumps would cause severe pain in 
my back. I had to sit in a restrictive 
position on my sofa/chairs at home 
so as to put minimum pressure  on 
the spine. Around 6 months ago, I 
also suffered from vertigo. There 
was a swelling on both my shoulder 
muscles and I had to take medicines 
to keep the vertigo under control.

Around 2-� months ago, I came to 
know about Shalini Menon and her 
Bowen therapy through a friend 
who had got her daughter treated. 
I started taking weekly treatment/ 
sessions of around 45 minutes from 
Shalini. She started treatment on my 
back, leg, groin, shoulder and ear 
muscles.
I was able feel the difference after 
the third session. My back pain 
gradually subsided and I was able 
to put some stress on it without 
any negative repercussions. In 
mid February I took two auto 
rickshaw rides and was overjoyed 
to experience no pain or discomfort 
in my spine. Gradually my self-
confidence came back.
In the first week of March I shifted 
my house. During the process I 
lifted a few cartons, shifted and 
arranged some heavy furniture, but 
did not experience any pain in my 

spine. The Bowen therapy was well 
and truly effective on me.
 
My vertigo is also under control. 
I haven’t taken any medicines 
since the start of the treatment. 
My shoulder swelling has reduced 
considerably.
 
Thanks Shalini for curing both my 
problems. I sincerely appreciate and 
thank you for the same.
 

Regards,      
Bijal A. 
Damania

Shalini Menon
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1.  Adelaide Module 2 
L to R: Claudio Mariquit, 
Ryan Leinfelder, Sean 
Dinham(Instructor), Jacqui 
Giancaspro, Russell Whitford, 
Rae Whittaker, Celia Capon, Bev 
Smith, Grace Billing, Sandra 
White and Meng Zhang.

2. Crete -Module 7
Class in Agios Nikolaos, 
with Instructors Christos 
Miliankos and Desley 
Faulks

3. SBP 1 in Michigan 
USA back row, L to R:
Miles and Gail Kimball, 
Joleen Sinn, Instructor 
Karin Twohig, Joyce 
Provens, Donna Spiers 
and Debra Fineau, front 
row L to R: Amy Potter, 
Lisa Teets, Angelika 
Dammers, Pamela Sadler 
and Mary Dodich

3

1

2
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Instructor Robyn Wood’s Bowen for Stroke and Immobile Course Erlenbach Germany.  Coordinating was Instructor 
Petra Kehrer and Instructor Ragna Schumacher translated for the day.

Shalini Menon came from India to attend SBP2 
in Sydney.  She is pictured here with Ossie and 

Australian Instructor Farida Irani

SBP2 Milan Italy  - L to R. Krasimir Rusev 
(Bulgaria) Mariana Radu (Romania) Piero Muraro 

(Instructor) and Georgi Ilchev (Bulgaria)

Cairns  QLD Mod 7 - Back L to R: - Leah Jeffery, Kristie Walmsley, Joy Bright, 
Jancy-Leigh Marrinon, Maria Neilan, Gail Watson, Cherie Summers-Wight 

Front: Debbie Ross TA, Gael Cox  Instructor and  Master Watson

Module 5&6 in Newington, NH:  Front row: Olivia Whitcomb, 
Juliet Altham, Nancy Washburn.  Back row:  Valerie Neill, Sasha 
Whitcomb, Instructor Nancy Pierson and TA Ainslee Farrington.
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FROM INDIA
NITIN’S PROBLEM :      ANKYLOSING SPONDALYTIS SINCE 1999     (MY AGE : 22 YRS)
MY SITUATION BEFORE BOWEN SESSIONS:
1.      HIP JOINTS FUSED
2.      COMPLETE SPINE FUSED
�.      NECK AND RIB STIFFNESS
I was in constant and chronic pain since last �-4 years and already tried Ayurveda for three years but I was mostly 
in pain. My ESR /Crp and other paramaters were always extremely high in the last four years. I was almost unable 
to move and all movements were restricted too much with lots of pain.

DURING  BOWEN  SESSIONS:
1. When I started Bowen, positive outcomes were visible since the first session only. Initially the pain aggravated 
as was instructed by the therapist but within a few sessions I was almost painless.
2.  All joint except spine opened up and I could feel the changes. Probably these were the 
happiest moments for the last three to four years but I had my fingers crossed about post 
therapy situation.
�. Till today I have taken six to seven sessions and probably the next one will be my last 
session after which my therapist is keen for a break to see the post therapy situation.
I feel if Bowen keeps working my whole life I wont mind having it as an alternative to 
allopathic .

MOST IMPORTANT
I would suggest all the patients of A.S. to at least try a few sessions as I understand what sort 
of pain and mental trauma they go through. 

NITIN MAHESHWARI   Dehli (India)

KAVITA SONI
Dalhi

.........................................................................................................................................................

TESTIMONIAL   From Kavita Soni

HOW GOOD IS THIS STORY.
Feel Good About Who You Are
An elderly Chinese woman had two large pots, each hung on the ends of a pole which she 
carried across her neck.
One of the pots had a crack in it while the other pot was perfect and always delivered a full 
portion of water.  At the end of the long walk from the stream to the house, the cracked pot 
arrived only half full.

For a full two years this went on daily, with the woman bringing home only one and a half pots of water.

Of course, the perfect pot was proud of its accomplishments.  But the poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own 
imperfection, and miserable that it could only do half of what it had been made to do.  After two years of what it 
perceived to be bitter failure, it spoke to the woman one day by the steam.  “I am ashamed of myself, because this 
crack in my side causes water to leak out all the way back to your house”.

The old woman smiled, “Did you notice that there are flowers on your side of the path, but not on the other pot’s 
side?” “That’s because I have always known about your flaw, so I planted flower seeds on your side of the path, 
and every day while we walk back, you water them”. “For two years I have been able to pick these beautiful     

   flowers to decorate the table.  Without you being just the way you are, there would not be      
   this beauty to grace the house”.

   Each of us has our own unique flaw.  But it’s the cracks and flaws we each have that make  
   our lives together so very interesting and rewarding.  You’ve just got to take each person  
   for what they are and look for the good in them.

   So, to all of my crackpot friends, have a great day and remember to smell the flowers on  
   your side of the path!

   Love DESLEY FAULKS,    Instructor  Toombil  Qld
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OSSIE & ELAINE’S ITINERARY 2014
AUSTRALIA

October  11th & 12th Noosa, Queensland SBP2 Masters
October 26th & 27th Bendigo, Victoria SBP2 Masters

INTERNATIONAL

September 11th & 12th                     Wellington  New Zealand SBP2 Masters
September 13th                                 Wellington  New Zealand AGM
September 14th                                 Wellington  New Zealand  Teachers’  Training
                                                          Bookings - Gay Jarvis - email: b.jarvis@xtra.co.nz

                                              *** Dates and Venues may change.  Please confirm before registering***

Ralph Tilleyshort Instructor from Buderim Queensland proudly 
showing off his hand crafted “Bowtech” wooden signage.  For all sign 
enquiries contact Ralph......The“Harley” isn’t too bad either Ralph . 

A reminder note 
to Practitioners 

from Ossie

Please remember 
we do not diagnose

and we do not
advise clients to

cease taking their
medication, this is

the sole right of their
medical practitioner.

Module 5 Perth  - Back row: Lesley Black, Isaac Moran, Sandra Finn -  Front row: Maggie Chung, Instructor Lyn Sellwood,  
Joss Morgan and Neill Dudley
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I am Zac Thompson, a new 
Bowenwork Practitioner in Northern 
California. Last January (201�) 
my partner and I went hiking in an 
old grove redwood forest, and we 
discovered an old stump, about ten 
feet tall and fifteen feet in diameter; 
perfect for a quick climb. I climbed 
up first, and turned to assist her. 
She placed her left foot on a stump 
directly adjacent to the first, and 
used the foot-hold to hoist her right 
foot up higher on the first stump. 
As she leaned back on her left foot, 
getting ready to swing it onto the 
stump as well, it slipped down to 
the ground, her right foot locked in 
place. Her right leg rotated laterally, 
and she heard “three pops”. She 
remembers “tunneling out”, sound 
and sight seemed to get farther away 
until it was black. Immediately I 
hopped down and lifted her leg out 
of the crevice it was stuck in, and 
she collapsed to the ground. She 
was unable to place any weight on 
it, I assisted her back to the truck 
where we noticed her right leg 
beginning to swell.
That evening I performed BRM 
1, Pelvic and Knee Procedure, 
placing a careful emphasis on the 
lowering of each leg during move 
4 of the Pelvic, as well as “opening 
the Gastrocs” with extra precision 
and care. 

The next day the swelling had 
increased in the entire leg. She was 
able to put minimal pressure on her 
right leg. I continued to diligently 
do Bowenwork every five to seven 
days, focusing on the recovery of 
her right leg. She continued to work 
on her feet at the family restaurant, 
as well as run a household of three 
children, and despite the limp in her 
step, no-one realized she had been 
injured.  

It wasn’t until the end of March/
beginning of April, when she saw 
her regular healthcare provider, 
and commented on the immense 

swelling that was still prominent. 
Her doctor requested an X-ray, then 
an MRI. A few days later she called, 
saying that “damage had been done 
to [her] knee” and was referring the 
case to a specialist. She stated that 
it was a miracle that my partner had 
been walking, and that she should 
rest as much as possible.

In May of that year, she got in to 
see a knee specialist who informed 
her that she had a partial ACL tear, 
and a posterior tibial “spider web” 
fracture. The fact that she walked 
into his office, did not hobble or 
need to be wheeled in, was his first 
amazement. Not to mention that she 
had been injured over three months 
ago, and that her main complaint 
was not pain (though pain was 
present), it was the swelling of her 
leg. 

The options provided at that time 
were surgery to fix the tear, recovery 
time was estimated at twelve 
months, or she could rest it, minimal 
walking and driving, and continue to 
do “whatever she was doing because 
it was working”. If she didn’t rest 
it enough though, her ACL would 
not heal and her ligaments in her 
knee would never recover, and then 
surgery would be unavoidable. 

She decided to forego surgery, as 
weekly Bowenwork seemed to 
be taking care of it. I contacted 
my instructor, Sandra Gustafson, 
inquiring about any homeopathic 
medications that may help, and she 
pointed me toward Arnica (for pain 
and swelling relief), Symphytum 
(for bone healing), Rhus Tox (for 
joint pain/stiffness), and Ruta 
Graveolens (for ligament and tendon 
repair).

Six months later, another MRI was 
taken, along with a reassessment 
of her condition. In meeting with 
the doctor again, the MRI showed 
the ACL tear had completely 
healed, and that her tibia had 
filled in but would take time to re-
calcify. The swelling that remained 
was due to the ligament damage, 
which would take longer to repair. 

She had walked into his office six 
months ago, with an ACL tear and a 
fractured Tibia, and walked back in 
six months later, both issues healed, 
with only Bowenwork and some 
homoeopathy to show for it.
With Bowenwork by her side, 
assisting the body in removing 
all extra tension that may hinder 
repair, (actively stimulating the 
parasympathetic part of her ANS), 
her body was able to repair the 
damage done, without surgery or 
months of bed rest. To this day, 
family members and coworkers still 
do not believe that she had been 
injured.

I continue to be amazed at the 
results of Bowenwork, and how 
the body has the ability to repair 
itself so efficiently when the 
tension is released and we can 
finally turn off our sympathetic 
“fight or flight” response. This 
allows the parasympathetic part 
of our nervous system to reassert 
homeostasis.

People’s lives are so busy, families 
and jobs are more unforgiving, 
demands on our need for success 
increases until we are constantly 
in our “fight or flight” response, 
which in turn means our bodies 
and wellbeing suffer daily. Our 
bodies are rarely given the proper 
time, stimulus, or environment 
to exhibit the repair responses 
that we are capable of, and we 
instinctually lean toward medication 
or recreational relaxation when the 
tension becomes “too much”. With 
Bowenwork keeping the body close 
to homeostatic balance, we can be in 
an optimal condition for when that 
“fight or flight” response is required. 
The longer we go without resetting 
the “fight or flight” response, the 
longer our body must rest and repair 
before true homeostasis is regained.  
This case demonstrates an example 
of Bowenwork facilitating real 
healing/repair of injuries and/or 
illness through supporting the 
autonomic nervous system. 
 ZAC THOMPSON            
                   Northern California 

AMAZED BY THE 
RESULTS
OF BOWENWORK
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Around a decade ago, a British 
BTAA therapist - Patrick Matthews 
- helped me to control an auto-
immune problem I was suffering 
from by using the Bowen Therapy. 
That was my first contact with this 
technique and the results turned 
out to be quite spectacular. So 
spectacular, as a matter of fact, 
that I decided to dedicate myself to 
learning the Bowen technique for 
myself. There were no courses in 
Portugal, so I went to London to 
pick one up there.

In 2006, I finished Module 7 and 
since then I basically dedicated my 
life to exercising and promoting 
this technique. Being the only 
Portuguese-speaking therapist at the 
time, I had to fight a tough battle to 

get my voice heard. Many magazine 
articles followed, creating quite a 
wave of successful personal cases. 

I then decided to invite some of 
Bowtech’s best teachers over, 
in order to enlarge the pool of 
available therapists. By 2010, the 
number of therapists had grown 
substantially, enough so for us to 
create the Portuguese Association 
of Bowen Therapists. With the help 
and dedication of all members, the 
Association has now become the 
leading point of contact of patients 
and future therapists alike.

It is our goal to become the voice of 
even more therapists and to make 
sure that the Tom Bowen’s Original 
Bowen Technique is taught, rather 
than one of the diluted spin-offs that 

have been popping up all over the 
country.

Thank you, Tom, for developing 
this technique that already helped
so many people ease their suffering!

   

Above:  Rita Azeredo (middle)
BTAA Bowen Therapist Instructor 
and President of the Portuguese 
Association

Attending SBP 2 Masters class in Sydney was 
Atsuko Smart and Yuko Otsu originally from Japan

Bina Thakur from Ashfield, Instructor Vimla Rao  of 
South Penrith and Laine Moss from Silverdale 

NSW at the SBP2 Sydney in June
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APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
(This ARTICLE is reprinted by special request)

External application of Apple Cider Vinegar can be useful in recovery from  
physical injury since it acts as a cicatrisant agent that promotes healing by  
helping the formation of scar tissue and therefore helps knit and hold tissue 

together.  It increased the rate of mibotic division which results in the production of new cells.

The formation of the scar tissue is imperative to mending of the wound or injury.  Other natural cicatrising agents 
are essential oils of chamomile, clove, eucalyptus, garlic, geranium, juniper, lavender, lemon, onion, rosemary, 
sage, savory and thyme.

During the “healing” of muscle and connective tissue like fascia, tendon ligaments, fibres are laid down by the 
fibre secreting cells that migrate to the injured site.  Unfortunately these are laid down in all directions.  Cross-fibre 
techniques help breakdown and/or prevent formation of the ‘unhealthy’ fibres that do not run in the slightly spiral 
diagonal pattern of the ‘healthy’ fibres of the rest of the tissue.

These techniques also help separate these ‘healthy’ fibres from the rest of the tissue to prevent cross-fibreing 
which results in the ‘stuckness’ of tissues, less mobility/fluidity and consequently impairs circulation (energy, 
blood, lymph, spirit, essence, fluids).  All depends on effective circulation.   Effective functioning results from 
communication between and harmony of all parts of the whole.

KEITH QUESNEL, North Perth, WA

CERTIFICATE IV
INSTRUCTORS MEETING - BRISBANE

We have just completed three fantastic days of training in Brisbane.  The feeling was positive, everyone was 
involved, and great things were achieved. We are so lucky to have such a wonderful group of instructors, all 
focusing on providing the best possible Bowen training to our students. 

We welcomed two new Instructors into our group; Joshua Rasco and Debbie Ross. It is always exciting to have new 
and enthusiastic trainers and it shows the continued growth in our Bowen family of trainers. 

We covered a variety of topics at the
meeting which included updating skills 
to meet the latest requirements in VET 
and discussed the progress with the 
reaccreditation of the nationally recognised 
courses. We also reviewed feedback from 
student surveys to ensure action was taken 
for continuous improvement in the delivery 
of this training. 

“Bowen Training Australia”, the collective 
group of Bowtech Bowen Instructors in 
Australia, continues good work in promoting 
awareness of Bowtech Bowen Therapy via 
widespread advertising and maintaining a 
high profile with electronic media.

If you are on Facebook please visit both Bowen Training Australia and Border College of Natural Therapies pages 
to view posts make comments and share the word on the benefits of Bowen Therapy

******************************************************************************
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I tried alot to organize a lot of events here in Crete. I came in touch 
with prefecture and municipal authorities, in order to obtain a 
public building to organize free therapy for the people of the city.  I 
came in contact with TV. channels and with newspapers, in order 
to give an interview.  I contacted an institution that provides help to 
children with special needs (mental and physical) and offered the 
opportunity to treat the children on a constant and long term basis. 

My petition was rejected by the prefecture.  I never received an 
answer from the municipality although I tried many times, and the 
council of the institution, consisting mainly of Church members, 
rejected all my proposals.  My intention was to organize an event 
under the protection of and in collaboration with the local authorities so that the Bowtech technique would have an   
official recognition and acceptance, but it seemed impossible. Apart from that, Bowtech practitioners expressed 
fears and inhibitions on whether the few existing practitioners in Crete could handle such a big load.  So, taking 
under consideration the general flow of events, I decided instead to do the following:

 
To offer three days of free practice, repetitive lessons, and   
plenty of time for questions for all the practitioners in Crete  
(40-50  people) and some in Athens.  One interview in the  
local newspaper, and articles about the history of Bowtech  
and its creator. One speech in Rethymno, about Bowtech,  
and the gift of Bowen.  I would have liked to be able to do  
more things but I realized that I need more human resources  
and more experienced practitioners, since it is only four  
years that I have been teaching in Crete and only two people  
who have completed the advanced level. Therefore I would  
rather wait one more year until things are more mature, so 

that everything that will be done will work in favor of Bowtech and not against it.

The pictures are from the above event in Crete in honour of Mr Bowen.

NEWS FROM CRETE -
  GREECE  2014

By:  Antonis Xiroudakis
Instructor - Crete
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The Border College 
of Natural Therapies

Registered Training Organisation
(TOID 21424)

Diploma of Bowen Therapy 

2014 COURSE DATES

Module 8     

Griffith  9,10,11 Sep
Geelong  4,5,6 Oct
Penrith  24,25,26 Oct
Gold Coast 25,26,27 Oct
Buderim  28,29,�0 Nov
Currimundi 5,6,7 Dec
Perth  17,18,19 Feb 2015
Sydney  21,22,2� Mar 2015
  
Module 9

Charleville 10,11,12 Oct
Brisbane 14,15,16 Nov
Nelson Bay 14,15,16 Nov
Griffith 2,3,4 Dec
Penrith  6,7,8 Feb 2015
Currimundi 6,7,8 Mar 2015
Sydney 26,27,28 June 2015

Module 10

Penrith 26,27,28 Sep
Canberra �0 Sept, 1,2 Oct
Perth 7,8,9 Oct
Buderim �,4,5 Oct
West Wyalong 24,25,26 Oct
Dubbo 28,29,�0 Nov
Charleville 2�,24,25 Jan 2015
Nelson Bay 1�,14,15 Feb 2015
Penrith 12,1�,14 Jun 2015
Sydney 27,28,29 Nov 2015

Module 11

Penrith 19,20,21  Sept
Forster 24,25,26  Oct
Sunshine Coast 24,25,26  Oct
Toowoomba 14,15,16 Nov
Gold Coast 22,2�,24 Nov
Perth 24,25,26 Feb 2015

Contact B.C.N.T.

 Ph. Karen or Michael  02-60245814 
http//bowen.bcnt.net.au 

For current dates for Certificate IV 
Modules, Diploma of Specialised 

Bowen Therapy and CEU 
workshops-  visit the  BCNT 

website  ww.bowen.bcnt.net.au
  or 

Bowen Training Australia 
www.bowentraining.com.au

Attending Elaine and Ossie’s SBP 2 in Sydney was Pam Smith of Grovedale, Peter 
Fetterplace of Lilli Pilli, Melanie Kayess of  Moruya and Sally Turner of Clovelly NSW

Module 1 and 2 Singapore -L to R: (Aggie a passionate Bowen Therapist, was 
visiting the class and she recommended this workshop to Susan who then brought 
in a few friends to learn together) Neo Meng Ling, Lim Eva, Isabel Tan Aik Ling, 

Aggie, Geraldine Szeto, Lynette Yeo Balota, Joyce Choo Mei Ying, Susan Phua Soo 
Ai, Instructor Rita Hart-Smith, Chong Poh Moi and Maggie Chung Wui Tshu

Taiwan Module 7: The Yen family doing Bowen - Mei, Sushya, Jujon both 
completed Module 7, Wonshih (Instructor) and
 Seated: Instructors Farida Irani and Shuyen. 
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Doctor Y., a successful practitioner, 
married with two grown up 
children, came for her first Bowen 
treatment with me, hoping to feel 
more energy and more dynamic in 
her life generally.

I did BRM 1, Top stoppers, and 
BRM �. She’d had a fairly long 
break (�-5mins) during BRM 
1 when she felt heavy all down 
the right side, so I didn’t want to 
overload by doing all of BRM 2. 
Other reactions (such as heat or 
pulsing, locally) were well within 
the 2 mins.

Now when I added the lats at the 
end we got the deep sighs, or so 
I thought at first, but these went 
on and became real sobs. A huge 
emotional release followed.

Dr. Y was amazed afterwards at 
the exact physical and emotional 
memory which had come up and 

transported her back to a time 
when she was a child, lying in her 
bed unable to sleep because of the 
fear that she might have ‘a visitor’ 
during the night. 

She told me about her childhood 
trauma and I was honoured that 
this busy state hospital practitioner 
could unburden herself to me, 
- someone with no medical 
background and whom she hardly 
knew.

She couldn’t believe she was 
feeling the exact same emotions and 
surroundings as at that time.
Mind and Body Bowen practitoners 
can readily relate to this. 

Dr Y. also insisted that it had only 
started when I ‘did that last move 
on the knees’.

Never underestimate the power of 
one little move, and especially the 

lats. I realise it was probably 
a cumulative effect, because the 
other moves had prepared for it. 
Nonetheless, we are often reminded 
that the lats address the whole body, 
and obviously the emotional body 
and cellular memory as well.

ROS ELLIOT-OZLEK
Instructor - Turkey

“Where will I start?” or “Where would you start?”
In the past few weeks five clients have presented with discomfort in the second and  
third toes; - two with Morton’s Neuroma, one with numbness and tingling, one with a  
swollen and infected second toe and the fourth, great discomfort even to walk.

Previously they had sought help from their Doctors, Physiotherapists and Podiatrists with 
no obvious improvements (each had treated their feet).

    However, after using the Mind Body approach – in every case the sensations indicated  
some of the following areas. Sterno-cleido Mastoid, Pectoralis Minor, TMJ, or the  
forearms, which gave a clue to the cause rather than the symptoms of discomfort in 

the foot: two with root canal therapy on the lower jaw, one with a broken jaw, when very young and two with 
traumatic forceps births.

One case was very typical of this particular presentation. After moves 1 to 4 of the upper body, the client became 
aware of her lower jaw vibrating. After some time she remembered and described breaking her jaw the vibrations 
ceased, however memories came flooding back. There followed over the years a tonsillectomy, appendectomy, 
breast cancer of the right breast, right knee surgery and now extreme discomfort in her right second and third big 
toes.

My treatment protocol was set for the second treatment. Instead of focussing the Bowen procedures on the 
feet (symptoms) attention would focus (after balancing with Lower Back and Upper Back) on the neck, upper 
respiratory TMJ (cause) and shoulder procedures completing the session with “the lat” and the Feet.
And now, after using this method of analysing the responses indicated by the very sophisticated innate intelligence 
of the body, all the clients have either completely recovered or have a noticeable improvement of symptoms.

ANNE SCHUBERT 
(Instructor)  Forster, NSW
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This attestation of mine is no mean achievement by Mrs. Purnoor Taraporevala.

I went to her after a session of four X-rays with Mr. Naushad at Colaba where I did get myself 
cured for more than 70%.  My arm complaint of tingling numbness and lack of pulse in the 
small muscles of my right hand, disabling me from using the ignition switch of my car or 
holding the pen for writing.

Mrs. Purnoor to whom I switched over got me completely cured of the problem.

Besides this she also concentrated on my right lower limb swelling.  Post total knee 
replacement by 40%.  She even effectively got rid of my cervical neck arthritic L-5 spine 
pain.

All this therapy for me was curative in nature.... though my approach initially for this was 
skeptical - being a surgeon.

YEZDI MOTIWALA  
       (Age 65 Years)
From December 201�, I was having pain in my right 
shoulder.  At first, I thought it was frozen shoulder, 
then I showed it to an orthopedic, he prescribed some 
pain killers and said it is due to weak tendons and 
muscles, pain continued and started downwards.  I 
could not use the computer mouse or could not ride 
my motor cycle. 

My friend suggested I should try Bowen therapy.

I started my Bowen therapy with Mrs. Purnoor 
Taraporevala  on 19th March 2014.

First she jotted down my history and ailments and 
started the therapy.  Very first session my shoulder pain 
disappeared that night only.  After second session I 

started using computer mouse and motor cycle without 
any pain.

Suddenly on fifth day after my second sitting while 
I was taking my evening walk I felt some peculiar 
feeling. Returning home I went to the toilet and passed 
some sand and blood then I realized I had passed a 
kidney stone without any pain.  I had forgotten to 
inform Mrs. Taraporevala I had a kidney stone.

After my heart attack I had difficulty sleeping, with 
Bowen therapy there is little improvement in sleeping 
disorder.  There is also improvement in my back pain.

I am glad I went for Bowen Therapy.

YAZDI B. MOTIWALA
Mumbai 

Dr. Mehernosh N. Parekh    M.S. (Bom)., D. G.U.S. (Dublin)
Consulting Surgeon and Urolgogist 
Writes:  June 5th 2014

FROM MUMBAITESTIMONIALS

Trainee instructor Freny Palia from Mumbai India writes: 

I thought this could be an encouraging testimony for Bowen Practitioners treating PCOS 
(Polycystic Ovaries Syndrome), thyroid imbalance, anxiety attacks, tension headaches 
as this lady just received four sessions with great results. 

The fourth session was only lower stoppers as she was traveling back to the US. 

Only BRMs TMJ and Coccyx did the work over the fourth sessions. 

As she was time bound I did not use any SP moves. So guys you can see the magic of      
  Simple Bowen moves for chronic long term conditions.

Purnoor Taraporevala
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AUSTRALIA
ACT
IAN DIXON
Phone: 0416 256 �66 
email: ian@canberrabowenwork.com.au

NEW SOUTH WALES
ANNE BARKER
Phone:02-4455 1492 email: derrick.edmunds@bigpond.com
BELINDA CHANT
Phone: 02-6646 8069 email: belinda.chant2@bigpond.
com
DERRICK EDMUNDS
Phone:02-4455 1492 email: derrick.edmunds@bigpond.com
RITA HART-SMITH
Phone: 0419 607 997    email: rhsbowen@gmail.com
KAREN HEDRICK
Phone: 02-6024 5814 email: karen@bcnt.net.au
FARIDA IRANI 
Phone: 02-9894 8979 email: subtle@bigpond.net.au
JANE MURPHY
Phone: 0414-46884� email: janeybell444@yahoo.com.au
MICHAEL QUINLIVAN  
Phone: 02-6024 5814 email: michael@bcnt.net.au
TINA PRICE
Phone:02-665� 5060 email: teepeebowen@bigpond..com
VIMLA RAO
Phone: 0415 48�459 email: vimla@bowtechhealth.com
JOSHUA RASCO
Phone: 02-90�7 94�� e-mail: joshua-rasco@yahoo.com
KATRINA RIDLEY
Phone: 02-4981 958� email: kmridley@tpg.com.au
ANNE SCHUBERT  
Phone: 02-6554 6050 email: anne_schubert_1@hotmail.com
MARGARET SPICER  
Phone: 02-80655815 email: margspicer@optusnet.com.au
GLENN STAMMERS 
Phone: 02-4759 2919 email: glenn@internode.on..net

QUEENSLAND
ANNETTE BAUMGART
Phone: 07-4128 1�67  e-mail: akt7@bigpond.com.au
GAEL COX
Mobile: 0405 �20 �68  email: gaelcox@bigpond.com
DESLEY FAULKS
Phone: 07-�266 2666     Mobile: 0409 54� 659  
email: desley@brishealing.net.au
ALISON GOWARD
Phone: 07- 419� 9826  email: emrt.ali@bigpond.com
SUE HAMILTON
Phone: 07-�201 1959 email: sue@bowen-therapy.net.au
KRISTIN NORTH
Phone: 0407 674699  email: kristin.northstar@gmail
DEBBIE ROSS
Phone: 0419 726606 email: debermis@hotmail.com
DAVID STENNING
Phone:0411 0�8 690 email: bowensouth@optusnet.com.au
RALPH TILLEYSHORT
Phone: 07-5445 5�5� Mobile: 0418 7�� 101 
email: ncbt@iinet.net.au
ANNE  & DAVID WINTER
Mobile: 0419 �06 429  email: annemaria@annda.net
Mobile: 0419 �06 519  email: david@annda.net
ROBYN WOOD
Phone: 07-5592 2692   Mobile: 0417 078 671   
email: rwood.bowtech@bigpond.com
LINDA WOODWARD
Phone:07-54�7 7165 email: bowenbynature@gmail.com

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

SEAN DINHAM
Phone: 0422 117511  e-mail: seandinham@gmail.com
KRISTIN NORTH
Phone: 0407 674699  email: kristin.northstar@gmail

VICTORIA

ANNE HOPLEY
Phone: 0�-5996 6442 email: annebalinsky@hotmail.com
CHRIS MILIANKOS
Phone: 0411 0�7475 email: christosmili@yahoo.com
CHRIS REED
Phone:0�-524� 0050 email: chris@geelongbowen.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

VIANNE MACBETH
Phone: 08- 9581 6�9� email: bowenwork@bigpond.com
LYN SELLWOOD
Phone: 0409 118 17� email: lynsellwood@dodo.com.au

AUSTRIA
BETTINA BAUMGARTINGER Schorfling
Phone: 06641 ��44�1  email: baumgartinger.b@aon.at
VERONIKA HUMER Thalheim/Wels
Phone: 07242 72707  email: veronika.humer@liwest.at
WOLFGANG KULTERER  St. Viet an der Glan
Phone: 0676 84� �8484�  e-mail: wolgesund@gmx.de
GERTRAUD MAASS Linz  Phone: 676 70045�2
MANFRED ZAINZINGER Altenberg bei Linz
Phone: 067 6617581�  email: Manfred@direkt.at

BULGARIA & SERBIA
ANDREW ZOPPOS
Phone: �59 885161746   email: georgiichev@yahoo.com
ALEXANDER ADAMIDIS Koliatsou
Phone: 210 22�5984  email: alexiadam@hotmail.com

CANADA
ISABELLE GRARD QC
Phone: 450 26� 611�  email:isagrard@hotmail.com
KIM GUERIN AB 
Phone: 780 52� 0002  email:kdedels@yahoo.com
DEREK MURPHY ON
Phone: 905 81� 6161, 905 81� 8852  
email: dmurphy@boweninstitute.ca
DENISE ONSLOW ON
Phone: 519 574 0515  e-mail: wdonslow@rogers.com
TAMMY PODRIDSKE AB
Phone: 780 402 �507 e-mail: tpodridske@hotmail.com                   
JANET RILEY  ON
Phone: 61� 848 208� email: janet@quintenc.ca

CYPRUS & ROMANIA 
ANDREW ZOPPOS
Phone: �57 994 54818 e-mail: dgeorgia79@hotmail.com
Phone: 40 722 �10002 email:info@bowtech.ro

DENMARK
LONNE AMDI Vejby 
Phone: 45 49 21 27 50  email: bodyandwork@tdcspace.dk
MAREN ELSEBETH NIELSEN Roedekro
email: maren@post.tele.dk
LENE RODSHAGEN Roskilde
Phone: 45 24 25 22 18  email: lr@energipunktet.dk

FIJI
VIMLA RAO
Phone: 0415 48�459   email: vimlarao@live.com

GERMANY
ANDRIS IELITIS Berlin
Phone: 0049 �0 21005756 
email: info@bowtech-berlin-city.de
DANIEL HILDBRAND Radolizell
email: dhildbrand@gmx.de
PETRA KEHRER Elsenfeld
e-mail: naturheilpraxis.petrakehrer@web.de
GYURI LIEBE Berlin
Phone: 0049 �0 466 07718   email: gyurib@web.de
NORA DEISCHL Munchen
Phone: 0049 8968412�  email: nora@deischl.com
HEIKO DORR Junchen/Dusseldorf
Phone:0049 211 4921�82  email: bowtech.doerr@web.de
SILVIA FANDERS Giessen/Hessia
Ph:0049 600 4914194 email: silvia.faenders.hp@t-online.de 
PETER GEHRKE Weinstadt 
Ph.0049 7151 2786027 
email: gesundheitspraxis-gehrke@t-online.de
UTE GRAMS Flensburg
Phone:0049 461 840�508  email: ute.grams@versanet.de
RAGNA SCHUMACHER Altenstadt/Hessia
Phone: 0049 60�52070057  email: ragna-s@gmx.de

GREECE
ALEXANDER ADAMIDIS Koliatsou
Phone: 210 22�5984  email: alexiadam@hotmail.com
ALEXANDRA ANTONIOU Athens
email: anima-soma@hol.gr
ANASTASIOS TERZOPOULOS Athens
email: terzopoulospt@yahoo.gr
THEOKLITOS TSALLOS Athens
email: theoklitos@gmail.com
ANTONIOS XIROUDAKIS Rethimmno
email: xiroudakis@gmail.com

HONG KONG, PHILIPPINES &     
SINGAPORE
RITA HART-SMITH
Phone: + 61 0419 607 997 
email: rhsbowen@gmail.com   skype: hnhrita

INDIA 
 FARIDA IRANI  Sydney,  Australia 
 Phone: 02-9894 8979  email: subtle@bigpond.net.au

IRELAND
 SUZETTE LAKE  Kill Co. Kildare 
 Phone: 086 2156722 email : be_dohave@hotmail.com
 SHALINI SINHA  Gorey,  Co. Wexford
 Phone: �5� 86 8�47700 
 email: shalini@forwardmovement.ie

ITALY
 SHEILA JACKSON Aosta    
 Phone: (�9) ��9 880414    email: shja@mac.com
 PIERO MURARO Aosta
 Phone: (�9) ��5 6590694  piero.muraro@bowtech.com
 MASSIMILIANO CUCCIONE  Nova Milanese
 email: m.cuccione@gmail.com

 NAMIBIA
 CLAIRE VAN AARDT Swakopmund
 Phone: 0264 644 04548,  264 81 128 2814
 email: clairevanaardt@gmail.com

NEW ZEALAND
 DANIELLE ARGENT Queenstown
 Ph 0� 441 2011, 021 806656  danielleargent@gmail.com
 GAY JARVIS Palmerston North
 Phone: 06  �55 2919   email: b.jarvis@xtra.co.nz
 RICHARD RUST Wellington
 Phone: 04 47� 7�18   email: admin@radianthealth.o.nz
 PAULINE SENIOR Masterton
 Ph: 06 �77 7279 e-mail:paulinesenior@paradise.net.nz

 POLAND
 THEOKLITOS TSALLOS, Athens
 email: theoklitos@gmail.com

 PORTUGAL
 JOHN WILKS Sherborne, Dorset
 Phone: 0196� 2400��   email: mail@jwilks.co.uk

 SOUTH AFRICA
 ZIRKIE FOURIE Eastern Cape
 Phone: 011 955149� 
 SEAN JOHNSON Honeydew
 Phone: 27 8� 494 4471 bowentherapy@rocketmail.com
 JEAN NORTJE Capetown 
 Phone: 27 21 712 785�  email: macjeano@icon.co.za

 SWITZERLAND
  EVELINE SPRUNGER Greifensee
 Ph:0041 786222982 mail: e.sprunger@nhk-praxis.info

TAIWAN
 FARIDA IRANI  Sydney, Australia
 Phone: 02-9894 8979   email: subtle@bigpond.net.au
 LIN WAN SHIH  Kaohsiuing City  Ph:88672418106
 e-mail: yen.sunson@msa.hinet.net
 YEN SHU YEN Kaohsiuing City Ph 88672418106
 e-mail: yen.sunson@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY
 ROS ELLIOTT-OZLEK  Izmir
 Phone:(0090)5�2 615 8669 email:roselliot8@gmail.com

UNITED KINGDOM
 LESLEY BAXTER  Dalkeith, Scotland
 Phone 01�1 4540018 email: 1m.b@binterent.com
 DR. BRUCE BORLAND Lincolnshire
 Phone: 01472 840047   email: dogwizard@hotmail.com
 ELLEN COBB Farnborough, Hampshire
 Phone: 01252 5458�7  email: bowen@ellen-cobb.co.uk
 JOANNE FIGOV Bournemouth, Dorset
 Ph/Fax: 01202 4�2160 email: joanne@bowen8.plus.com
 TREVOR GRIFFITHS Perthshire, Scotland
 Phone: 0176 4670567  email: bowen@perthpoint.com
 NICOLA HOK London, Farnham, Surrey
 Phone: 020 8749 6952  email: nicola@bowenworks.net
 JACQUI MARSHALL Borders, Scotland
 Ph: 0172 1721882  email: jacqui.hoitingh@gmail.com
 MICHAEL PATRICK  London
 Phone: 0788 6440807  info@responsive-therapy.co.uk
 HELEN PERKINS Peterbrough
 e-mail: info@helenperkins.com
 JOHN WILKS  Somerton, Somerset 
 Phone: 07866 764960  email: cyma@btinternet.com
 JAN WILLIAMSON Cheshire
 Ph: 0161 97�7792   email: jan@getbacktohealth.co.uk
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PRATITI BELDNER San Francisco, California
Phone: 50�-�97 0429  email: pratitii@sfbowenwork.com
DENA BOWEN Brighton, Michigan
Phone: 810-824 1604 e-mail:Bowentouch1@yahoo.com
KELLY CLANCY  Seattle, Washington
Phone: 206-706 006� email:kellyclancy@balanceot.com     
TARA “COLBALT” COY  Portland, Oregon
e-mail: asimplebalance@gmail.com
SANDRA GUSTAFSON Bodega Bay, California
Phone: 707-528 4�72   
email: sandragustafson@bowenworkforlife.com
SUSAN KINGSBY Everett, Washington
Phone: 206- 6877

ABBY LaROCK  Peterborough, New Hampshire
Phone: 60�-924 7814 email: rock.ot@comcast.net
LAURA MAGPALI  Eugene, Oregon
Phone: 541-525 40��
e-mail: lauramagpali@gmail.com
MARY MARTORANO Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Phone: 724-6272 e-mail: mary@therapyathand.com
VICKI MECHNER Springfield, Virginia
Phone: 70�- 455 0111 email: vmechner@verizon.net
GRETCHEN MILES  Snohomish, Washington
Phone:�60-568 7075 
email: gretchen@bowenworknw.com
ALEXIA MONROE Prescott, Arizona
Phone: 928-44� 9�55  email: alexia@bowenworks.com

NANCY PIERSON Gentry, Arkansas
Phone: 512-750 4012 email: coolbeannp@earthlink.net
JANET RILEY  Belleville, ON CANADA
Phone 61�-848 208� 
email: janet@bowentrainingacademy.com
NANCEE ROGERS Cincinnati, Ohio
Phone: 51�-527 4540 
email: nrogers@bowenworkscincy.com
KARIN TWOHIG Carmel, California
Phone: 8�1- 2�8 2228   email: twohigk@aol.com
HARRY WHARF Rocklin, California
Phone: 916-652 7176 
e-mail: bowenworks1&sbcglobl.net
SEAN WOLF Santa Clara, California
Phone: 408- 205 7469   email: scw4c@yahoo.com

Tina Price along with three other Bowen Therapists is 
returning to the Philippines on 4th November to continue her 
work with typhoon Haiyan victims. 

It will be the one year anniversary of the typhoon ..the victims 
of this devastation are still struggling and so there is more 
Bowenwork to be done .

Please email, ring or facebook message Tina if you are
willing to give up your time and fund your expertise to a 
worthwhile and fulfilling cause.

Tina’s email: teepeebowen@bigpond.com      
Ph:  0418228160
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NEW MEMBERS AND ADDRESS ChANGES OF ThE BOWEN ACADEMY
Dip B.T.  indicates
practitioners who have completed 
a “Diploma in Bowen Therapy” 
in   accordance  wi th  our 
Nationally Recognised Trainer  
B.C.N.T.
----------------------------------
* denotes those B.T.A.A. 
Members who have completed 
Advanced Course 
----------------------------------
** denotes those B.T.A.A. 
members who have completed 2 
SBP2 courses
----------------------------------
AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
METROPOLITAN
ANNANDALE
Kala Domadia
0414 587�41
BEROWRA
Lindy Hamid
0419 998 788
MOSMAN
Yuko Otsu
0402 454009

COUNTRY
ASHTONVILLE
Kylie Stace
041� 45��80
BUNDEENA
Melanie Crumlin
0411 04�19�
FIREFLY
Diane Willey
(02) 6559 1898
GOULBURN
Takako Mizogami
(0429 440124
PICTON
Margaret Del L’Hovel
(02) 4677 �666
SINGLETON
Gai Downes
0408 8�1�02

QUEENSLAND
METROPOLITAN
BIRKDALE
Debra Spearritt
0402 6076�9
MARGATE
Anne Marie Ferguson
0429 �21962
MARIAN
Vicki Spratt
0475 598280
MOGGILL
Galina Ivanova  Dip B.T.
(07) �4�2 960�
MOOROOKA
Maria Sbeghen
0411 287921
PINE MOUNTAIN
Narelle Small
0409 059857
SHOAL POINT
Leigh Woodward Dip B.T. 
042� �95522 **
(07) 4954 6260
COUNTRY
BRIBIE ISLAND
Susanne Spencer
(07) �408 90�9 B.H.
CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
Lorriane Manuel
0407 754920

GLASSHOUSE MTNS
Marilyn Boulton  Dip B.T. 
(07) 54�8 7649
GOOMBOORIAN
Narelle Sharp
04�1 �11700
HERVEY BAY
Brett Whalley Dip B.T. 
0468 922298
IPSWICH NTH
Tony Manders
0418 190 0�6

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

METROPOLITAN
BLACK FOREST
Gaynor Fraser
04�9 64�612

VICTORIA
METROPOLITAN
ARDEER
Sally Hetherington
0414 717 805
BORONIA
Matthieu Koplick
04�2 625061
COUNTRY
BALLARAT
Calvyn Nicholls
(0�) 5��� 5954
BARANDUDA
Patricia Rogers
041�-081107
BARWON HEADS
Andrea Neale  Dip B.T.
407 794087
GEELONG
Colleen Anderson
0428 6615�0
JAN JUC
Kelly Huppatz  Dip B.T.
0425 754187
LARA
Susan Skilton
0402 101 547
OCEAN GROVE
Kerrie Smith
0414 56��62
Meredith Townsend Dip.BT. 
(0�) 5258 46��
0425 708 66�

WESTERN 
AUTRALIA
METROPOLITAN
COOGEE
Debra Marr
0409 084609

ENGLAND
CAMBRIDESHIRE
HUNTINGDON
Kay Biddle
01480 457468
WILLINGHAM
Kim Pearson
01954 204142

DEVON
PAIGNTON
Helen Tucker
0180� 874044
LINCS
STAMFORD
Vicki Ball
0780� 020571

Rebecca Hankins
0784� 4819�8
NORFOLK
NORWICH
Natalie Maskell
07770 277596
RUTLAND
MANTON
Caroline Dabbs
01572 7�7542

INDIA
DEHLI
Rachna Jundal
9818 42877

ITALY
ABRUZZO
TERAMO
Erika Di Bernardo
�92 864 �104

EMILIA ROMAGNA
PARMA
Anna Maria Gelfi
�28 5�8 �76�
PIACENZA
Enrico Dordoni
�28 022 5780
SALSOMAGGIORE
Carmela Giuseppa Giunta
��9 5778299
LIGURIA
GENOVA
Grazia Papini
��8 425 844�
VENTIMIGLIA
Diana Gabriela Beraru
�88 777 2808

LOMBARDIA
BERGAMO
Anna Pauselli
�40 967 2�70
BUSTO ARSIZIO
Lorenzo Borrello
��� 400 4�75
MAGNAGO
Margherita Giunta
��9 606 5842
PAVIA
Guido Caravaggi
��9 5�2 4115
Giuseppe Montagna
��9 �2� �506

MARCHE
MORROVALLE
Michele Concas
�92 548 5626

PIEMONTE
GASSINO TSE
Amalia Lombarte del 
Castillo
�47 168 9510
NICHELINO
Monica Usai
�28 966 6482
OLEGGIO
Barbara Camporelli
��5 605 5407
TORINO
Marzia Silvia Burriesci
��9 667 2854

Ana Ghenta
�28 949 �285
Antonietta Alberta Russo
�49 792 �658
Sandra Siracusano
�48 846 4521
VOLPIANO
Salvatore Alia
��� �06 6421
Raffaella Valerio
�40 605 24�6

SARDEGNA
LA MADDELENA
Cinzia Valle
��9 �69 7486

VENETO
TORRI DI 
QUARTESOLO
Corino Eugenia Buzea
�48 272 7575

NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND
Christine Wright
09 42� 82�5
021 0274 �24
Yana Long
09 448 1445
021 1472411
TAKAPUNA,AUCKLAND
Dorothy Charles
09-214 5925
022 �102864
TITIRANGI,AUCKLAND
Robyn Carley
09-816 9466
021 1292164
WARKWORTH, AUCK.
Krista Fletcher
09-425 8828
021 265 5158
MOTUEKA
Brenda Pepperday
0� 929 8190
022 100 5547
TIRAU
Graham Rubick
021 114 4144

U.S.A.
ARIZONA
SURPRISE
Michael McKay
928-2�1 0657

ARKANSAS
BELLA VISTA
Constance Shaner
479 -640 8587
BENTONVILLE
Genise Hallisey
479-721 5465
GARFIELD
Michelle Osborn
479-544 82�6
MOUNT IDA
Sherie Hatton
870-867 7806

CALIFORNIA
BELMONT
Celia August
650-5�� 4006
RED BLUFF
Faith Dubke
5�0-529 177�

MAINE
S. BERWICK
Lisa Toole
207-748 �050
SWEDEN
Danielle Ruelland
no phone no

MICHIGAN
BRIGHTON
Jennifer Meyer
7�4 �2�-�881
BURTON
Karen Sweger
810-�48 70�4
CLARKSTON
Birgitte Heitkamp
248-802 292�
DEXTER
Janet Vecchio
7�4-67� 9100
GRASS LAKE
Roxanne Petrie
517-812 0�70
HOWELL
KJ Danielsen
517-802 8�24
MT. MORRIS
Colette Gilbert
810-444 8075
SOUTH LYON
Kathy Jerore
248-974 2062
SOUTHFIELD
Debra Fienau
248-417 6611
YPSLANTI
Melissa Labadie
7�4-255 6661

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS
Oanh Hill
702-806 7�45
RENO
Celine Cinq
775-22� 5861

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CANDIA
Valerie Neill
60�-48� 2909

NEW YORK
FISHKILL
Ingegerd Hanson ND
845-896 5765

OHIO
URBANA
Eden Hairston
9�7-508 9115

OREGON
PORTLAND
Polly Alexander
802-2�8 4998

VERMONT
WEST RUPERT
Donald Lourie
479-750 �80�

WASHINGTON
KALAMA
Jacquelyn Dailey
206-551 7178
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BOWTECh COURSE DATES
check www.bowentraining.com.au for additional 

seminar dates which may not be listed
-----------------------------------------------------------
NEW SOUTH WALES

FORSTER
Module 1 & 2  October �, 4, 5 & 6
Module 5  October 18 & 19
Module 6  December 1� & 14
Module 7  February 7 & 8 
Practitioner Days A & B July 12 & 1� 
                    
Instructor:  Anne Schubert  Ph. 02 6554 6050
email: anne_schubert_1@hotmail.com
------------------------------------------------------------
MATCHAM
Module 1  January 11 & 12 
Module 2  January 12 & 1� 
Module �  March 15 & 16 
Module 5  September 12 & 1�
Module 6  October 9 & 10
Module 7  December 6 & 7 
Practitioner Days A  & B September 16 & 17

PHILIPPINES & HONG KONG  November

Instructor: Rita Hart-Smith
Ph. 0419 607997  email: rhsbowen@gmail.com
------------------------------------------------------------
SYDNEY
Module 1 & 2  Mar 12, 1�, 14 & 15
Module � & 4  Oct 16, 17, 18 & 19 
  May 14, 15 16 & 17
Modules 5 & 6  December 4, 5, 6, & 7
  July 9, 10, 11 & 12
Module 7  September 1� & 14 
  February 14 & 15 
  September 19 & 20 ‘15
Module 8  March 21, 22 & 2�
Module 9  June 26, 27 & 28
Module 10  Nov 28, 29 & �0 2015
Practitioner Day A  September 27, May �0
Practitioner Day B  September 28, May �1
Practitioner Day C  August 2

Instructor:  Margaret Spicer   Ph. 02 9221 1115 
email: margspicer@optusnet.com.au
------------------------------------------------------------
SYDNEY
Module � & 4                     October 16, 17, 18 &19
Module 5 & 6                     Dec 18, 19, 20 & 21
Module 7         TBA
INDIA
Module 1 & 2        Nov 1�, 14, 15 & 16
Module �                          Nov 29 & �0
SBP1          Nov 8 & 9
SBP2         Nov 9 &10

Instructor: Farida Irani
email:farida@subtleenergies.com.au
--------------------------------------------------------------
SOUTH PENRITH
Module 4  September 20 & 21
Module 5  October 18 & 19
Module 6  November 1 & 2
Module 7            December 6 &  7                     
Module 10  September 26, 27 & 28
Module 11  January �0, Feb 1 
Pract Days A & B  October 4 & 5                       
      
Instructor: Vimla Rao  Ph. 0415 483459  
email: vimla@bowtechhealth.com
------------------------------------------------------------
GRIFFITH
Prac Day B  September 7
ULLADULLA 
Module 6  September 1� & 14
Module 7  October 11 & 12
Practitioner C-SBP1          September 14 
                      
Instructor: Anne Barker Ph.02 4455 1492 
email: derrick.edmunds@bigpond.com

YAMBA
Module 1  September 20 & 21
Module 2  October 25 & 26
Module 6  November 15 & 16

Instructor: Belinda Chant  Ph. 02 6646 8069 
email: belinda.chant2@bigpond.com
------------------------------------------------------------
QUEENSLAND
BRISBANE (KENMORE)
Module 1  February 7 & 8 
Module 2  March 7 & 8 
Module �  April 4 & 5 
Module 4  May 2 & � 
Module 5  June 6 & 7 
Module 6  July 4 & 5 
Module 7  August 1 & 2 
Practitioner Day A & B     March 28 & 29 
  September 5 & 6 2015

Instructor: Sue Hamilton Ph. 07 3201 1959 
email: sue@bowen-therapy.net.au
www.bowen-therapy.net.au
------------------------------------------------------------
BRISBANE

Module 7  October 4 & 5

Instructor: David Stenning Ph.0411 038 690 
email: bowensouth@optusnet.com.au
------------------------------------------------------------
BRISBANE

Module 2  October 4 & 5
Module �  November 1 & 2
Module 4  December 6 & 7
Module 5  January 17 & 18
Module 6  February 14 & 15
Module 7  March 14 & 15
Module 9  November 14, 15 & 16
Module  10  February 27 & March 1

Instructor: Desley Faulks   Ph. 07 3266 2666      
email: desley@brishealing.net.au
-------------------------------------------------------------
BUDERIM                              

Module 1 & 2  February 1�,14,15 &16
  August 7, 8, 9 & 10
Module � & 4  April 17, 18, 19 & 20
  Oct. 2�, 24, 25 & 26
Module 5 & 6  June 19, 20, 21 & 22
  Dec 11,12, 1� & 14 ‘15
Module 7  February 28, March 1
  October � & 4 2015
Module 8  March 27, 28 & 29
  Nov 20, 21 & 22 2015
Module 9  January 16, 17 & 18
Module 10  May 8, 9 & 10
Practitioner Days A & B May �0 & �1
  September 5 & 6 2015
Practitioner Days C SPB1 November 7 & 8 2015

Instructor: Ralph Tilleyshort   
Ph. 07 5445 5353  email: ncbt@iinet.net.au
-----------------------------------------------------------
CALOUNDRA/CURRIMUNDI

Module 1 & 2       November 1� - 16
        February 1� - 16 
Module � & 4       April 10 - 1� 
Module 5 & 6       Sept 12, 1�, 14 & 15
        June 12 - 15 
Module 7                          October 18 & 19                      
        August 15 & 16 
Module 8        December 5 - 7
Module 9                         March 7 - 9 
Module 10                        May 15 -17  
Module 11        October 24 - 26
        September 18 - 20 2015

Instructor: Linda Woodward Ph. 07 5437 7165 
email: bowenbynature@gmail.com

GOLD COAST

Module 1 & 2  November 7, 8, 9 & 10
  July 17, 18, 19 & 20 
Module �  January 17 & 18   
  August 15 & 16 
Module 5 & 6  June 26, 27, 28 & 29
Module 4  March 21 & 22 
Module 7  October 4 & 5
                                           August 1 & 2 2015 
Module 8  October 25, 26 & 27
Module 9  February 28, Mar 1 & 2
Module 10  July 4, 5 & 6 
Module 11  November 22, 2� & 24
Practitioner Days A & B   January �1
Practitioner Day C            February 7
 
Instructor: Robyn Wood   Ph. 0417  078671   
email: rwood.bowtech@bigpond.com
----------------------------------------------------------------
FRASER COAST

Module 1  Sept 1� & 14
Module 2  October 11 & 12
Module �  November 8 & 9
Module 4  December 6 & 7
Module 5  January 17 & 18 
Module 6  February 14 & 15 
Module 7  October 4 & 5
  March 14 & 15 

Instructor: Annette Baumgart Ph. 07 4128 1367  
e-mail: akt7@bigpond.com.au
----------------------------------------------------------------
TOOWOOMBA

Module 7  September 1� & 14
Module 11  November 14, 15 & 16

Instructors : David & Anne Winter
Mobiles: 0419 306 429, 0419 306 519   
emails: annemaria@annda.net
david@annda.net
------------------------------------------------------------
NOOSA 

Module 1 & 2  Sept 12, 1�, 14 & 15
                                           March 6, 7, 8 & 9 
  June 12, 1�, 14 & 15
  Sept 4, 5, 6 & 7
  March 4, 5, 6 & 7 ‘16 
Module � & 4   Nov 21, 22, 2� & 24
  May 8, 9, 10 & 11
  August 14, 15, 16 & 17
  Nov 20, 21 22 & 2�’ 15
  May 27, 28 29 &�0’16 
Module 5 & 6  October �1, Nov 1,2, � 
  February 6, 7, 8 & 9
  July 10, 11, 12 & 1�
                                          October 2�,24,25,26’15
  Feb 26, 27, 28 & 29’16
  Aug 12, 1�,14 &15 ‘16
Module 7  October 18 & 19 
  January 17 & 18 
  May 1 & 2
  October � & 4 2015 
  February  6 & 7 2016
  May 7 & 8   2016 
Prac Days A & B           Sept 20 & 21
  November 8 & 9
  February 21 & 22
  June 20 & 21
  Sept 19 & 20  2015
  February 21 & 21 2016
  June 25 & 26 2016  
                  
Instructor: Kristin North  Ph. 0407 674699  
email: kristin.northstar@gmail
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BOWTECh COURSE DATES
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Module 5        September 27 & 28                     
Module 6                           October 25 & 26
Module 7                         December 6 & 7
MILLICENT
Module 1 & 2        September 16 - 19
Module � & 4        November 25 - 28
Module 5 & 6        February �, 4, 5 & 6  
Module 7         March 25 & 26  

Instructor: Sean Dinham Ph. 0422 117511  
e-mail: seandinham@gmail.com
------------------------------------------------------------
ADELAIDE
Module 1 & 2  April 17, 18, 19 & 20
  Apr 15, 16, 17 & 18 16  
Module � & 4  June 5, 6, 7 & 8  
  June 17, 18, 19, 20 ‘16
Module 5 & 6  August 7, 8, 9 & 10
  August 19, 0,21,22’16
Module 7  October 9 & 10  2015
  November 18 & 19 ‘16
Prac Days A & B   October 11 & 12 2015 
  November 20 & 21 ‘16

Instructor: Kristin North   Ph. 0407 674699
email: kristin.northstar@gmail
------------------------------------------------------------
VICTORIA
BELMONT          
Module 5             October 7 - 16              
Module 6        November 11 - 20                    
Module 7                           December 9 - 18
Module 8    October 4 - 6
Module 9                           Feb 28 - March 2 
Module 10           June 20 - 22  
Module 11    October 10 - 12 2015      
NEWPORT                  
Module 1    November 8 & 9
Module 2    December 6 & 7
Module �                           January �1 & Feb 1 
Module 4                           March 7 & 8 
Module 5           April 18 & 19 
Module 6    September 20 & 21
    May 16 & 17 2015                
Module 7    October 11 & 12
    June 1� & 14 2015

Instructor: Chris Reed  Ph. 03 5243 0050 
email: chris@geelongbowen.com.au 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
WODONGA
Module 6                             September 1� & 14
Module 7    October 18 & 19

PENRITH
Module 11    September 19,20& 21

Instructors:Michael Quinlivan & Karen Hedrick 
Ph. 02 6024 5814   email: karen@bcnt.net.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PERTH      

Prac Days A & B  September 28

Instructor: Vianne MacBeth Ph. 08  9581 6393 
email: bowenwork@bigpond.com
-------------------------------------------------------------
PERTH
Module 10           October 8, 9 & 10

Instructors: Karen Hedrick & Anne Barker 
Ph. 02 6024 5814     Ph. 02 4455 1492
email: karen@bcnt.net.au 
email: derrick.edmunds@bigpond.com
--------------------------------------------------------------

BOWEN RETREATS
 
FORSTER  December 6 & 7  
                                            March 14 & 15 

Instructor: Anne Schubert Ph. 02 6554 6050 
email: anne_schubert_1@hotmail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------

CORE CONNECTION (COCCYX TMJ)

MACKAY  September 1� & 14

Instructor: Desley Faulks   Ph. 07 3266 2666      
email: desley@brishealing.net.au
-------------------------------------------------------------

MIND, BODY & BOWEN
    
CRETE, GREECE     November 1 & 2
MILAN, ITALY                    November 8 & 9
HALBACH, GERMANY    November 11 & 12
HAMBURG, GERMAN   November 15 & 16
St. POLTEN, AUSTRIA  November 19 & 20
BAD SOODEN-ALLENDORF, GERMANY 
     November 22 & 2�
ODENSE, DENMARK    November 27 & 28
STH. PENRITH, N.S.W.     February 21 & 22
ADELAIDE, S.A.     March 7 & 8
CENTRAL COAST, N.S.W.  May/June TBA
NEW ZEALAND     July TBA

Instructors: Anne Schubert and Margaret Spicer 
Margaret   Ph. 61 2 9221 1115
email: margspicer@optusnet.com.au
Anne    Ph. 61 2 6554 6050
--------------------------------------------------------------

KICK START

BUDERIM  March 14 
  July 11   
  September 26 2015
Instructor: Ralph Tilleyshort   
Ph. 07 5445 5353  email: ncbt@iinet.net.au

SPORT BOWEN

BROADWATER WATERS October 18 & 19

STROKE BOWEN & CHRONIC FATIGUE  
BROADBEACH WATERS September 27

WORKING WITH NECK PAIN
BROADBEACH WATERS November 1
HOBART February 15
DIABETES & BOWEN 
BROADBEACH WATERS November 2
HOBART February 14
 
Instructor: Robyn Wood   Ph. 0417  078671   
email: rwood.bowtech@bigpond.com

-------------------------------------------------------------

UNDERSTANDING BOWEN FROM THE
AYURVEDA PERSPECTIVE & AYURVEDA 
AROMOTHERAPY BOWTECH EASE

SCOTLAND - to be announcecd
POHLHEIM-DORF GULL, GERMANY
   September 28 & 29

Co-ordinator: Sylvia Stark-Fanders 
e-mail: bowtech.ausbildung@web.de

Instructor: Farida Irani
email:farida@subtleenergies.com.au
--------------------------------------------------------------

SHOULDER INJURIES & REHABILITATION

WEIN, AUSTRIA March 11
ZELL bei RIED, AUSTRIA  March 18
BAD HAERING/TIROL, AUSTRIA  March 24
HAIBACH bei SCHAFFENBURG,GERMANY 
                       March �0
Instructor : David Winter
Ph. 0419 306 519   email: david@annda.net

ENERGY, VIBRATION & BOWEN

WEIN, AUSTRIA March 12 & 1�
ZELL bei RIED, AUSTRIA  March 19 & 20
BAD HAERING/TIROL, AUSTRIA Mar 25&26
HAIBACH bei SCHAFFENBURG,GERMANY 
        March �1 & April 1

Instructors : David & Anne Winter
Mobiles: 0419 306 429, 0419 306 519   
emails:annemaria@annda.net david@annda.net
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SUB-TOTAL  $........................

Plus Postage   $........................
                 (Please contact Head Office for details) 

  TOTAL ORDER $........................
   All prices quoted are in Australian dollars - postage NOT included

I wish to pay by: Cheque/Money Order (payable to 
     Bowtech)
Visa   Mastercard

...............  ...............  ...............  ...............  Exp........./.........

Name on card:......................................................................
 
SIGNED: ............................................................................

Name:......................................................................................................

Address:...................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................

Phone:.......................................... Email:.................................................

Bowtech Merchandise
All items available from Head Office.

P.O. Box 733
Hamilton, Vic. 3300
Ph. (03) 5572 3000

Fax: (03) 5572 3144
Email: bowtech@h140.aone.net.au

Bowtech Shirts - Ladies Qty. Size Price Total

Polo 3/4 Sleeve

           White (12 & 20)            .........     ........       $40.00     ...........
           Cherry (14 & 18)           .........     ........       $40.00    ............

Polo Capped Sleeve
          Apple  (10-16)                .........     ........ $40.00     ...........
          Lilac (10-16)                   .........     ........ $40.00     ...........
          Hot Pink (10-18)             .........     ........        $40.00     ..........
Spandex 
 Lt. Blue (12-16) ......... ........ $40.00 ..........
 White (10-12) ......... ........ $40.00 ..........
 Navy (10-14) ......... ........ $40.00 ..........

Sleeveless 
 Pink (10-16) ........ ........ $�5.00 ..........
 Green (10-16) ........ ........ $�5.00 ..........
 Lt. Blue (10-16) ........ ........ $�5.00 ..........

Polo 

 White (10-18) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Pink (10-18) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Apple Green (S) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Lemon (S & L) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Hot Pink  (10-14)  ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Orange (10-16)  ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Light Blue (14-20) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Purple (12&20) ....... ........ $40.00 ..........
           Musk (12-14) ........      ........        $40.00     ..........
           Red  (14) ........      ........        $40.00     ..........
           Black  (14&18)    ........      ........        $40.00      .........

Solar-Lite Polo
 Powder Yellow (12-16) ........ ........ $50.00 ..........
 Mid Blue (14-18) ........ ........ $50.00 ..........
 Olive (12-14) ........ ........ $50.00 ..........
 Watermelon (12-16)      ........ ........ $50.00 ..........
 Jade (12-18)  ........ ........ $50.00 ..........
           White (12-20)                ........      ........ $50.00     ..........

Bowtech Shirts - Mens
 Navy (M-L) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 White (S-XXL) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Maroon (M-L) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Bone (M-L) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Apple Green (S&XXL) ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Jade (S&L)  ........ ........ $40.00 ..........
 Blue - Royal (M&L)     ........ ........ $40.00 .......... 
 Blue - Sky (M&L)  ........ ........ $40.00 ..........

Polar Fleece Vest (L-XL)

 Red (L-XXL) ......... $�5.00 ............
 Charcoal (L-XXL) ......... $�5.00 ............
V-Neck Stretch Tee 
 White (14) ......... $�5.00  ...........
DVD’s (incl. postage)

A Vision to Heal .......... $�0.00 ............
Tribute to Rene Horwood .......... $�0.00 ............
Good Morning NZ .......... $�0.00     ............
Brochures (per 100) .......... $25.00 ............
Poster (incl. postage) .......... $�0.00 ............
Banner (material) 6�x145cm .......... $60.00 ............
Car Sticker .......... $  5.50 ............
Note Pads (A5) .......... $  4.00 ............
Mouse Pads .......... $  5.00 ............
Lapel Pin .......... $12.00 ............
Bowtech Formula (20 ml) .......... $22.00 ............
Caps  (assorted colours) .......... $25.00 ............
(pink, orange, blue, bone and yellow)

John Wilks Books
Understanding the Bowen Technique    

  ........... $ 7.00 ............

The Bowen Technique - The Inside Story (inc. postage)

  ........... $76.00 .............
Bowtech Lectric Soda Crystals
Back Applicator ........... $�1.50 .............



SBP 2 Master Class held in Milan, Italy  - July 2014

SP1 in Dallas, Texas: Standing: Susan Cummins, Tyra Quesenberry, Sandy Hall Caruthers, Instructor Nancy 
Pierson, Beverly Wise, Jim Kearney, Sue Siebens, Alison Nicodemo, Jim Shade, Donnalee Forbes, Rose Yaeger, 

Kneeling:  Ava Fitzcharles.

 



THE BOWEN THERAPY ACADEMY OF AUSTRALIA
Box 733, Hamilton, Victoria,  Australia   Ph. (03) 5572 3000   Fax (03) 5572 3144
Email: bowtech@h140.aone.net.au   Our website is http://www.bowtech.com

The Original Bowen Technique


